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The Panchen Lama speaks to monks and other
believers in Tibet.s Xigaze.
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'TO

OUR READERS .

Our Neighbors ond

Us

IY/HILE we were planning this issue, Chinese (Our friendship) is a steel link in the great association
YV athletes were making their own final prepara- of all peoples who want peace and peaceful constructions for partidipating in this month's gth Asian tion in Asia and the whole world."
Games to be held in New Delhi, India. Dancers ot
In the 1950s the iate premiers of our two countries
the Central Song and Dance Ensemble were learning
the Indian classical dance Alarrip which they are to
perfolm' at the ASian Festival of Per:forming Arts
held in conjunction with the Games.
In December, delegates from India, will participate in memori.al activities in Bei3ing for Dr. Menhanlal Atal and Dr. Dwarkanath S. Kotnis, two Indian doctors, members of a medical mission to China
sent by the Indian National Congress during the
Anti-Japanese War to serve the Chinese people in
their fight against the, lnvaders. Both of them died
in China, Dr. Kotnis during that struggle and Dr.
AtaI on a visit to our People's Republic much later.
Articles on ali of these topics are featured in this
issue, and work on them recalled fond memories of
the close ties between our magazine and the people
of 'India. Upon our founding in 1952, many Indian
friends gave us warm support. Some of them contributed articles about the historic friendly contacts
between our two countries. In the 1950s, Indian
readers held first place in China Reconstructs' ctrculation figures. Hundreds wrote to encourage us
and to express thEir interest in the development r:{
the ne'ul' China and the life of the Chinese people.
On our fifth anniversary in 1957, the iate Indian Premier Jawaharlal Nehru wrote us a personal message
of congratulation, in which he said in part:
"I am happy that cultural exchanges between our
two countries have grown and we are seeking to
understand and learn from one another. This is not
only for our mutual good but wili aiso be good for
the larger causes of peace and freedom in Asia and
the world."

Zhou Enlai and Jawaharlal Nehru together developed
and promoted the famous Five Principles of Peaceful
Coexistence, which have since been acknowledged as
a basic criterion of international relations by many
of the world's nations. Those principles are: mutual
respect for sovereignty and territorial integriiy; nonaggression; non-interference in each other's internal

affairs; equality and mutual benefit; and peaceful
co-existence. In the following years, important visits
of state were exchanged and contacts flourished in
the fields of education, science, culture and sports.
At the outset of the 1960s a border issue rooted
in past history, when neither of our countries was
master of its own fate, unfortunately damaged the
relationship between them, and the effects lasted
many years.

But in the recent period our links have happily
improved, which is good for boih sides and good for

peace in our part of the world. Of particular importance was the June 1981 visit to India by Chinese
Minister of Foreign Affairs Huang I{ua. In New Delhi
he expressed the earnest desire for cooperation between the Chinese government and the Indian government. He stressed that if both sides make sincere
efforts, based on mutual understanding and accornmodation and the spirit of seeking common ground
while reserving differences, vrhatever problems re-

ma,in between

our two countries can certainly

be

solved.

q INCE its founding, the aim of our magazine has
xJ been to express the good will of the Chinese
people toward the peoples of the wor1d, and particuIarly our Asian neighbors and to report on friendly
exchanges between them.

Chinese should be equally interested in India. Both
great countri.es have ancient cultures; both suffered
severely from imperialist oppression" We are neighbor
nations on the Asian continent with large populations,
and with many problems and goals in common. As

and led our
of a branch of the

Soong Ching Ling, who established
magazine, wrote on the founding

India-China Friendiihip Association in 1951:
"Both of our peoples love the land, Iove to labor
on it, to nurture the good earth so that it may return
a bountiful life to the masses. Both .
love knowledge, love to apply science to factory and field, to
wrest the utmost from nature's products for the masses. Both
have a spirit of militancy, a determination to see justice done for and by the masses " . .

Obstacles'inherited from the past sometimes crop
up, as they did recently with our neighbor Japan on
an issue of history textbook. But, we hope, these are
temporary. Mutual respect for one another and for
the facts of history, and for the Flve Principles, can

surely overcome our differences wherever they
exist. We stand for normal state -relations with al]
our neighbors, and for warmer links with all peoples.
When this issue reaches you, the Asian Games
will be going on in New Delhi along with the varied
and colorfui Asian Festival of Performing Arts. These
are magnificent gatherings of the Asian people and,
we hope, the beginnings of ever more rapid expansion of friendly contacts among Asian peoples. The
Chinese people very much wish to live in peace and

harmony with neighboring countrles. China Reconstructs hopes to contribute to this great goal.
tr
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I had no idea that this was China.
Your articles makes reading easy,
because you don't use unreal propaganda slogans which we are not fami-

liar with and make it hard for us
believe what 1,hey say.

You, on the other hand, show us that
also China is not a paradise and that
the people of your country, just like
we do, make mistakes and not always

Civic Pride and Courtesy
The article for "To Our

Readers"

column entitled "Socialist Clean-up" in
the June 1982 issue ot China Reconstrucrs impressed me very much, I hope
the entire world wiII follow your road.
Your country will become the best in
economic development, sanitation and
hygiene, and honesty. But, I am just
wondering when the "Civio Pride and
Courtesy Month" cornes to an end. Will

this campaign last from month to
month? I suggest a "Socialist Civil
Pride and Courtesy Canrpaign of Long
Duration."

ADEL MUESI ALI AHMED
Alexandria, Egvpt

Enlightening about Modern China
I am reading with great interest
Chi.na Reconstructs tor the last three
years. I am deeply interested to know
more about China
Nepal's great northern

neighbor

more
than

news coverage - can provide.

everyday

I find

CR

enJighiening as it is not laden with
erudite and technical details
Your moving commemoration notes
on Edgar Snou. and how the earlier
edition of Red Star Ouer China lared
impelled me to express my opinions. I
read Snow's classic work during my
student days and it lef t a deep impression on my mind, Thereafter I read

difterent works on China, and your
magazine with color plates on art,

architecture, excavation, Iandscape and
scenes from development activities has
truly enlightened me about the emerging trends in modern China.
I also liked articles and features on
the Tibet Autonomous Region bordering
Nepal.

HRISEEKESH UPADHYAY

Kathritandu, Nepal

Wrong Ideels Corected
After reading China Reconstructs for
the first time, I was in many ways
surprised by your interesting articles.

It is my personal opinion that we have
the wrong idea about China, in the
same way a lot of people in other countries think about us: they expect
Holland to be a eountry of wooden

shoes, tulips, windmills and cheese.
So we think about China as a backward country.
I was really amazed- and read your

magazine nonstop until the end.
NOVEMBER
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to

walk the right way.

D. KOOIJMAN

Rotterdam, Holland

Children Are Everyone's Concern

tive approach that highlights all that
is good.
If this is represen{ative of all Chinese
children they indeed have a happy
childhood and optimistic view of the
future.

Your eultule I find fascinating. Could
you tell me scmething of your schooling

system? In this I am partic'ularly interested as I am a teacher. Also I am

interested in how the old are looked

after. Do they become dependent on
their families? Do the families look
after them or are they looked after on
a province level?
S. C. SOLOMON
Sgdney, Austrclia

Most of your articles and features are

fuII of illustrations and documentation.
I find it rather happy to read the artic'le
about the children entitled "ChiIdren
Are Everyone's Concern" (June 1982).
It's true that today's child- is tomorrow's father. We can find our future
through the thoughts of our children.

So the ehildren are the backbone of our
nation and national development and

they should be cared for properly in
every corner of the world,
The article regarding Mt. Lushan is
also interesting. China, a land of na-

tural beauty and heritage, is again
shown to us. We people of Bangladesh
are also the lovers of beauty and our
land is also covered with green carpets.

We praise your green and your people.
l,trD. AZA]JAR ALI
Dacca, Bangladesh

The August 1982 issue, which I have
just received, surprised me in verY
positive way. I mean the look of the

front cover. trt's excellent. Please try
to keep up that same image in future.
Don't put too many colors on the text
of the cover and try to keeP the text

off the cover picture and it'Il be much

more pleasant-looking.

Please do

some articles about towns of China. I'm
the
towns of China are more widely spread
out than ours here in the Western world
or whether they are as compact as ours.

really anxious to know whether

Please write about city planning too.

ESA TARVAINEN
Helsinki, Finland

Of preoious CR articles on cities,
rnanA haue been collected in our
booklet " Fifteen Citi,es ol China."
More appear lram time to time, and a
seconil collection is on the ud,A.
-

Ed.

Positive Approach
I have read your magazine

(June 1982)
posi-

for the first time and find in it a

_

on
Ed.

Success and Failure
Many thanks for yet more interesting
issues. In yo'.lr July edition you did

not mention ,any problems arising from
the Shaolin Temple film the Western
- were going
press has suggested youths
to the old temple to learn Wushu there!
The difficulties and probiems China
faces are immense, and always there is
the risk of losing ideological direction!
Your reportage of the ways the problems are tackled, the success and failure
ol various schemes, are of great interest.

The West has its own economic and
ideological struggles, and even though
our situation is diflerent, we can still
learn from the manner in which China

More on City Construction

I have another suggestion.

We are notD prepo.ring articles
these matters.

(ights for progress.

STEPHEN SHAW
Stctckport, England

About Parapsychology
Your science articles are

always

fascinating, In the June issue, for

example, I was particularly interested
in "China's Neolithic Period" and "The
Parapsychology Controversy." A personal comment on the latter: I do not

think that parapsychology is really

much more than pseudo-science. As
your article points out. many cases in
China were, after serious investigation,
proven to be based on deception. The
same holds true for research in the
West, so the answer is quite obvious.
Of course, I do not exclude that here
and there things may be found that
are, at present, difficult to'account for.
But up to now there is no solid evid-

ence whatsoever for

supernatural

powers and if there are things that
cannot be explained yet, people will no
doubt find more "natural" explanations
in the future.
HERMAN CALLENS
Kessel, Bel,gium

HINA has been working on thu
f.t
\l exploration and peaceful use
of outer space for over twenty

hfima's $paee $ciemce

and

&c

mm[mgy

on september 9, 1982. china successfully launched another scientifie experiment
satellite into space. On Septe ber 14, i"c""ut"iy orbited and having drf;;"#
well, it returned and landed correctly in ihe planned area.
Pltoto ba wano

years, relying mainly on her own
efforts.
Space activities began in 1958
with the research, manufacture
and testing of space rockets. The

experience gained, along with
physical data collected in space.
provi.ded a foundation for satel.Xinyino lite research and manufacture.
Since the first successful launching of a satellite on April 24, 1970,
China has sent 11 scientific and
technological test sateLiites of different types into o4bit. Three re-

turned and landed safely as
planned after op,erating in space

for a period of time.
On September 20, 1981, a single

Iaunch vehicle sent three satellites
into orbit at once. Two kinds of
launch vehicle have been develop-

in the past decade or so. At
present a three-stage Launch
vehicle, the CZ-\, powered by
liquid propellant, is being developed for launching satellites into
ed

an "earth-stationary" orbit

or

putting large-scale spacecraft into
low orbit.
Space Station Network

China has set up f airly large
launching sites and a network of
telemeter-tracking-command stations urith a main control center
in Weinan, Shaanxi province. The
stati.on in Jiuquan in northwest&n
Gansu province, for instance, is
equipped with tracking and telemetric instruments lor monitoring

and controlling launch

vehicles

and satellites dr-rring their ascent
A newly-developed. oceangoing
telemeter-tracking-command vessel has made it possible,to extend
the observation area and abitity
The network has demonstrated a
capacity to track and monitor
China's scientifi.c and technological iest satellites and pinpoint the
satellites' re-entry.

Several high-altitude balloons
tvere launched for carrying out

upper-atmosphere experiments
and making observations in the
fields of atmospheric and highaltitude physics. The maximum
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

..9

Photos of the sun r,aken on April 8, 1980, by the Chinese Satellite cloud pictures received by China-made equipment
Academy of Sciences' Beijins Observatory: The sun being analyzed at the Academy of Sciences' Institute ot
photosphere (center) with two clusters of sunspots, close- Atmospheric Physics.
up of the sunspots (left), and the sunspots and solar flare
on the sun ehromosphere (right).
Xinhua

volume of the balloons is about
10,000 cubic meters and their
payload, 150 kilograms.

In the application of

spacc

bcience and technology Chinese
scientists have recorded substantial achievements. The Purple
Mountain Obseivatory in Nanjing
and observatories in Beijing, Yunnan and Shaanxi have conducted
observations of celestial bodies in
outer space, including the sun, by
optical and radio instruments.
Meanwhile, the geomagnetic field,
cosmic radiation, magnetic field

Xinhua

and ionosphere parameters have
all been ob,served and measured.
These data in conjunction with the
information acquired by space
rockets. balloons and satellites
have been used to study the influence and behavior

of solar ac-

tivities on the space environment
near earth.
Remote-sensing technology has
been used in land resources investigation, forest monitoring, regional geology, hydrologic sllrvey!
mineral exploration, seismology,
oceanography and environmental

Observing a comet from lhe Purple Mountain Observatory

in Nanjing. Xinhua

A rocket for dispersing clouds to head
off a hailstorm is launched in a Shanjlong province commune.
Xinhua

monitoring. Research has been
done in satellite comrnunications.
Individual items of space science
and technology have also been aPplied to some areas of the national
economy. For example, sPace rock-

ets have been used to

Prevent

hail from destroying crops.
The medical and solar-energy
fields have benefited from research on the technology of satellite-control systems. The silica
solar cells manutacturei for satellites now are utilized in air transportation and microwave relay
stations, npening up new channels
for saving manpower and reducing
tr
investment.
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With great pageantry, a king bull is led (o the fighting arena. Abover

ONTESTS berween
f.l
\-J bulls

fighting

are a traditional folk en-

tertainment anong the Miao and

Dong nationalities of

Guizhou
province in southwest China. These

are not the bloody spectacles com-

mon in some foreign

creases

yields. One eariy summer!

the story goes, two bulls

were

eating grass on a low bank of earth
between rice paddies. They started
to fight and in the process trampled a lot of the 10-inch high rice

cultr;res.
Generally, the bulls lock horns and

seedlings"

threat of serious injury.
Local iegend connects the origin
of bull-fighting with an impnrtant agricultural discovery that
- rice
thinning and transplanting
seedlings at a certain stage in-

To fi.ll in blank spaces where the
rice was completely destroyed, he
transplanted seedlings from thicker
rows. At harvest time' he discovered that the transplanted r:ice
grew much better ihan the rest.
Next year he deliberately thinned
and transplanted his seediings and
again got good results, so the

The owner of the fields rushed

pit their strength against one up and beat the bulls out of the
another rather than slashing, and field, then sadly started to
the fight is stopped at the first straighten up the remaining plants"

CHEN LEQI, of Dons nationality, is on
the sta.ff of the State Nationalities Af-

fairs

6

Comrnission.

technique spread.

Locking hornsI

Whether or not the story has
any truth, bull-fights and the
lestiviiies that surround them have
been popular for a iong time.
Traditionally held twice a year,
before the spring plowing and
after the autumn harvest, th-is year
a third bull-fight was held in
August. Why ? A peasant in his
60s explains that people are more
prosperous now and can hold a
festival whenever they want. Also.
a market fair is held in connection
with the fight, and villagers from
all over take advantage of this opportunity to bring things to sell
or to shop fon what they need. He
himself carried a dozen homemade
Iusheng (reed pipes) tn seII a1 the
fair.
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

In the old days, every village
had its king bull, raised only for
fighting. The honor of the village
depended so much on the outcome
of these fights that each had his
own wooden stable. called the
"king bull's palace," and special
attendants. Their forage was caref ully prepared, and they were
given spirits to drink to make

them fierce.
Today all the local bulls have to
work, not just fight, for their
living. The kings are simply
selected from among the ordinary
bulls contracted to households to
do farmwork under the responsibility system. A winning bull's
trophy goes to the household in
charge of him.

The fighting arena is a large
field of flat land suruounded by
hilis on, four sides which accommodate a large crowd of spectators.
For this gala occasion everyone
dresses in his or her best, and girls
wear silver ornaments and red
flowers in their hair. Around the

perimeter of the field are the
market fair stalls selling fruit and
vegetables, meat, fowl and fish,

grain, furniture and handicrafts
articles.

The opening ceremonies start at

To the sound

meter-long golden
feathers and

pheasant

four flags (formerly

symbols of authority). Behind the
bulls marches another arhat bear-

ing a huge banner inscribed with
the title "king." At the end of the

of young
unmarried women from the different villages carrying colorful
procession come groups

Festive Occasion

12:00 noon.

inscribed with the names of the
king bulls leads the procession into
the arena. Behind him is a squad
of "guards" armed with imitations
of ancient weapons. They are followed by the band of musicians,
and then by the most important
participants
the king bulls
themselves - each led by a young
- dress.
man in arhot
The bulls wear metal protective
guards over their horns and red
silk head coverings" On their backs
they carry miniature "king bull
towens," gaily decorated with

of

drums, gongs and lusheng, a young

man dressed as an orhnt (disciple
of Buddha) and carrying a board

pennants with serrated edges. The
procession circles the arena three
times to the deafening roars of the
crowd and the merry beat of the
musrc.

The Fight's On
Once the opening ceremonies are
over, the two bulls are led face to
face in the two circles drawn at

the center of the court. Three
times an ancient cannon is dis-

charged, and the music suddenly
stops. The bulls' attendants remove the red silk coverings from
their heads. and bulls rush toward
orie another and lock horns.

Lusheng (reed pipe) orchestra atlds merry music to the festivities.,
Photas bg Feng Yuzhao and Wang Shouliong

These two are well matched,
neither wanting to give an inch.
Raising a cioud of dust, one
dodges swiftly to the side and the

other follows. The two

arhats

circle thern, shouting encouragement, and the cheers of the
onlookers and.the pounding of the
gongs and drums roll over the field
in waves of sound.
When there is a stalemate, or
either bull is in danger of serious

injury, the judge

proclaims

"mediation." Now, after locking
horns many times, neither bull has
gained a victory, and the judge's

signal is given" The two arhats
iasso their bulls' hind legs with
thick ropes and begin to pull them
back.

The kings don't like the idea of
retreating, and a dozen young meh
rush up to help the arhats. The

resulting tug-of-war between men
and bulis is an additional entertainment for the audience. Finally
pacified, the kings have their heads
covered once more with red silk
and are led away for a rest.

King for the Day
The second match also ends in
stalernate, but in the third match

there is a victor. The losing bull
retreats and gives signs of submis-

sion. They are separatd and
led off. Immediately, the young

women on the t\rinner's side, ac-

cording to tradition, swarm forward to seize the pennants held
by the rival bull's team. After the
trophy is awarded, the king is
marched around the arena in

{

triumph.

i

women of the winning team cere-

A few days later, the

young

moniously return the seized pennants to the village of the losing
bull. The/ are entertained warmly, with the arhats acted by unmarried young feilows serving as hosts.

Rivalry is forgotten amid

the

young people's talk and laughter.
Soon someone strikes up a tune,
and the siaging begins. The musicmaking may last all night, and
many a courtship begins or flour-

ishes during these gay,
parties"
NOVEMBER
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Chino's

Chonces

ot the

9th Asion Gomes

WEN ZHONGYU

all over Asia and men's singles and men's team
Ar THLETES from
are now gathering in New events, they have remained top
Delhi, India, f or the 9th Asian contenders in world play. At the
Games scheduled for November- 1981 Championships, they led in
December. The months of train- seven events, and the finals of five

J

ing and study, the sweat and discipline, the pushing of the body
beyoird its seeming limits, will all
culminate in the intense competition of the games. Win or lose, the
men and women who go to New
Delhi are true champs.
Four years ago at the 8th Asian
Games in Bangkok, Thailand, Japan topped the medal standings
with 70 golds, 59 silvers and 49
bronzes. China was second with
51 golds, 54 silvers and 46 bronzes.

singles events were f ought out

between Chinese players.
This represents a big improvement over the 34th World Cham-

pionships four years ago. The
Chinese players had grown somewhat slack, and managed to '"vin
only the men's and women's team
events and a women's doubles
event in which a Chinese and a
north Korean player w,ere paired.

Since then the team

members

have sharpened their skills consi-

Fans and experts expect these derably. They're expected to
two powerhouse national teams dominate much of the play at
to battle it out for first place New Delhi, though top performers
again this year, but in many such as Japan's M. Kohno will
events they will face stiff compe- present real challenges.
tition from outstanding athletes
from other countries.

Table Tennis

Table tennis or ping-pong
- strongest suits.
is one of China's
Since 1961's 26th World Table
Tennis Championships, when Chinese players captured the women's
WEN ZHONGYU is on the staff of the
State Pbysical Culture and Sports Commission.

Badminton

China's badminton squad is also
world class, .though her,e it will
face some lively competition. At
the Eighth Asian Games, China
took the women's singles, women's
team, men's doubles and mixed
doubles events. The men's team
was downed by the Indonesians
4-1, and in the men's singles Han
Jian was taken 2-0 by Indonesia's
fameil Liem Swie King.

CIIINA
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with the Soviet Union, the German Dernocratic RePublic and

In the last four years Chinese
players have honed their skills
and gained a iot of practice in international competition. The 1982
Alt-England badminton comPetition saw the Chinese women win

eight other countries participating,
Chinese athletes scored firsts in
five out of the 20 events, and in
1981 the International Amateur

Athletic Federation

both the singles and doubles titles.
In May the men's team, taking

part {or the f irst time in the
Thomas Cup Tournament ln London, took the overall worid title
in a close-f ought 5-4 battle with
the Indonesian team, winner of
seven Thomas cups" This time
Han Jian beat Liem Swie King
2;.. (The September 1982 China
Reconstructs carried full details
of the tournament.)
Indonesia'.s wealth of talented
players, including veteranS Liem,

Rudy Hartono and Christian Hadinata. will certainly if theY attend the games be contenders for
top spots, as will Indian aces
Prakash Padukone and SYed
Modi, the Sidek brothers from
Maiaysia an'd the south Korean
woman player Sun Ai Hwang.
Nevertheless, many expect Chi-

na's piayers, ti-reir

confidence

heightened by recent wins. to
carry off a number of golds and
iilvers.

'Big Ball' Sports

In the volleyball events at the
Asian Games four years ago, the
south Korean, Japanese and Chinese men's teams placed first,
second and third. In the women's

division, Japan took the gold.
followed by China and south Korea. The Chinese women's tean-l
in particular has since then gone
from strength to strength, climaxing with their capture of the
world title (r,r,inning seven out of
seven maiches) in late 1981. The
men's team has also improved
considerably in recent Years, and

has won one Asian championshiP.

China should do well at New
Delhi, but there wiil certainly be
some hard-fought and exciting
matches.

In basketball, few Asian

teams

have yet reached the standards set
by North and South American

and European teams. China has
a slight edge here, but the south
Korean and Japanese women's
NOVEMBER
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Promoted

China from a B group to AA.

Japan and China are

abou'l

equally matched in weightlifting,
with each having their own Particular strengths. In 1978, top
honors were about evenlY divided
in Bangkok, and in New De1hi
these events will be closelY contested.

teams shquld also make their
mark.

In f ootball (soccer), teams to
watch for include India which
- strong
has made a particularlY
showing in recent months - Japan, Thailand, south Korea and
Malaysia. The China team's lineuP
has recently been reorganized and

new young players brought in;
they are strong and energetic. but
how well they will do against veterans at this earlY stage in'their
careers remains to be seen.
Track and Fie'ld
China edged Japan bY a fair1Y
narrow margin in these events
four years ago, and is estimated
to have a slight advantage in the
upcoming games, though JaPan
and Thailand wlll be teams to
watch. Chinese jumPers are Particularly strong. At a recent match
in Shanghai, 19-Year-o1d Zl-ru
Jianhua broke his own Asian record in the high jumP. clearing
2.31

m.

Cai Shu, also 19, has clear-

ed 2.29 m., and six other Chinese
athletes are not far behind. The
woman high jumPer Zheng Dazhen has cleared 1.93 m'' equaling
the Asian record.
Triple jumper Zoa Zhenxian
took gold and silver medals, with
scores of 17.32 m. and 1?.34 m., ai
the World Universiade and the
Worid Cup Track and Field
Championships last Year, and
ranked third among that Year's
top triple jumpers. Liu Yuhuang
won a silver in the broad jumP at
the same World Universiade, and
placed among the world's toP ten.
At this year's Beijing Track and

Field Invitational Tournament,

Swimming and Diving
Swimming is one of JaPan's t'eal
At the iast Asian Games

strengths.

they took the gold ir-r 25

out

of swimming events (China won
none). Since then China has de29

veloped somc strong srvimmers
who should provide real comPetition. In recent international con*
t,ests they have begun to Place in
the top six, and in 1981 set three
new Asian records. In 1980 the
woman swimmer Liang Weifeng
captured the world chamPionshiP
in a Hawaii meet from the former
American title-holder T. Caulkins.
She also won a silver in the 100 m.
breaststroke event at the 11th
World Universiade. Nevertheless,
the level of China's swimmers is
still comparatively low, and theY
wiil have to perform at toP caPtrcity to beat Japan or SingaPore's
lively contingent.

Four years ago China,s divers jiu and Li Xiaoping won golds in
took all the golds and silvers at the free exercise and pommelled
Bangkok, and since then have horse events.
turned in impressive performBarring upSets in this most voances in international competition.
latile and nerve-wracking athletic
At the 10th World Universiade in event, China should make -an
1979, Chen Xiaoxia, then 17, took excellent showing
at New Delhi.
top place from the famous Soviet
diver I. Kalinina, and has gone on
Aiming High
to win a number of golds in world
competitions. Her teammates Li
In a number of Asian Games
Yihua. Shi Meiqin and Zhao ying events,
is not particularly
have also made names for strong. China
In
hockey,
the teams to
themselves"
watch are Pakistan and India.
On the men's side, Li Hongping winner
of the recent lst Asian Cup
named one of the world,s best
Tournament; in wrestling, Japan
-divers
by the U.S. publication and south Korea should make
Sroimming World.
has taken top
japan is
place in platform- diving in both their mark. In cycling.
again the fa'iorite, and at the. end
the 11th World Universiade and of August the Philippines
won the
the 2nd World Cup meets. Li ASEAN cycling cup.
Kongzheng, Wu Guocun and Liu
Not too many years ago, China,s
Henglin have also turned in outathletes
were in many respects
standing performance at internabehind world levels, in large part
tional levels.
because of d lack opportunities to
compete
internationally. The.
Gymnastics
restoration of China,s legal seat
China's gymnasts took ten firsts on the International Olympics
at the 8th Asian Games in 19T8, Committee and increased chances
and since then have progressed to play in world tournaments have
considerably by international rapidly irnproved China,s sports
standa?ds. They have mastered skills. In friendship and competiworld-level skil.ls, and also created tion, Chinese athletes learn from
a number of unique routines that and exchange experience with
have won them acclaim in gym- sportspeople from every country,
nastic circles.
and they will certainly do this at
In 1979 1S-year-old Ma yan- New Delhi.
hong won a gold medal on the
Fans at home expect Chinese
uneven bars in internati.onal com- athletes to aim for excellence.
petition, and the next year Li yue- their own motto is to break and
Asian
jiu and Huang Yubin captured records when they can and
first place on the , rings and their sights on world levels. set
parallel bars at the World Cup commitment to excellence, onThis
the
Gymnastics Championships. At part of all Asian athtetes, will
the 1981 championships, the surely produce exciting and memwomen's team took second place orable moments at the 9th Asian
and the men's third, and Li yue- Games.
tr
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Sports sketches bg Feng Xiangjie

CHINA EECONSTRUCTS

Quick, Firm, Flowing, Leoping:
Chino's Mortiol Arts
YAN NAIHUA

A S QUICK as sound and wind,
as firm as rock, as continuous

fl

as flowing water, as high as flight
these are the traditional descrip-tions
of the movements of tnushu,

or martial arts. Derived originally

from various forms of hand-tohand combat, it is now a sport

which entrances spectators and, for
participants, a way to keep fit in
both mind and body.
All ages practice it. At the 1982

poised steps, is usually practiced
by young and middle-aged people.

Nanquan, popular in

China's

southern provinces, stresses armstretching movements with less
leaping; its practitioners shout now
and then to boost their strength.
Shaolinquan, popular in north

boxers perform barehanded or
weapons, dexterity and accuracy are requiredt The basic
movements are dodging, shifting,
turning, tumbling, leaping and
jumping. Hand, eye, body and foot

with

movements must all be coordinated. The sequence and rhythm

National Martial Arts demonstration in Xi'an, an outstanding performance by 83-year-old Fu Maokun was followed by an equally
d,azzling display by teen-ager
Huang Mingjian. Fu, famous for
having kille'd a wild runaway ox

with one blow when he was a
young man, gave a vigorous dem-

onstration of broadsword tech-

nique, while Huang manipulated a

three-meter-long cudgel with
remarkable agility.

The meeting

demonstrated

various kinds of wushu fencing
with sword, spear and broadsword;
boxing and rare forms such as
Gzi (ghost) Foot, Buddhist Taizi
(prince's) Sword, and Dai Boxing.
Many Varieties
Though rich in varieties, wushu
has four main divisiorx bareof
handed boxing, the wielding
cudgels and other weapons, combat
and cqllective performances.

There are many styles,

each

with its own demands. Changquan

requires dexterity, quickness
and valor, so it is popular with

young people. Tai,ji.quan's slow,
Iight movements are suited to older
people or sufferers of chronie
diseases. Xingyiquan, characterized

by powerful, balanced motions and
YAN NAIHUA is a reporter for Sports

News in Beijins.
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Fu Maokun, 83. running through
practice routine.

a

China, follows a short, simple
routine but is vigorous and swift.
Some styles mimic the actions of
the mantis, monkey, eagle, a
drunkard and other-s.

The weapons used include
long ones such as spears, cudgels
and broadswords; short swords,
daggers and hooks; and flexible
weapons, such as nine- and threesection cudgels.
Wushu can be done individually

or with partners. Whether the

Eminent woman'taijiquan' performer
works with double maces modeled on
ancieni weapons,

of movements in

each style comprise an integrated whole.

Popular Exercise
In the parks of Beijing and other
cities, particularly in the early
mornings. one may see groups of
enthusiasts practicing their otvn
chosen form of wushu. Grandfathers teach grandsons; fathers and
sons. husbands and wives practice
together. More and more retired
people have joined the ranks of
11

taijiquqn
Shanghai
100,000 p

day.

Ch

schools and taijiquan study centers
have been set up in some cities.
Many peopie in the countrvside
have also taken it up, with Hebei

provtnce a particular center of
activity. Out of Cangzhou county,g
population of 200,000 more thin

40,000 c
practice
centers.

villages
Various schools of ,taijiquan. boxing involve both the feet and hands.

performance as the hero of the
film Shaolin Temple created a stir
both at home and abroad.

Eminenf "crouching''

woman

boxer Li Sujun, from Henan province, perlorms a series of technically difficult movements. such as

the f ront stretchlng sopner.-sault
witl-r split thrust. cleanlr. and
smoothlv

Enthusiasts .{,broad
Display o['taijitluirn' tuovenrcfl[s.
P n,ji,)r h rt l i tLU ,l anyi
i

WtLshtL n'as considcled

tt

u

have been set Lli.]- \il ushu irci j-r,ities

in Tiquan vi.liage sraLrleci se!'el'al
centurie-s ag-o and h4r,e rernained
trrr.ipulat' Pcr,lrll ;:r,acirce i.c,rtshu
not onlv in iile rrurtii.lgs ;ln,l
evenings Ilul tven duiit-irr b:'r.aks
in the ftcirrs Nln.st ito;isants like
tr-r rct

a'Ush r, Cilo ir'Sis attu .1.ttUttg

villagels usuail)' har;e some

jc

miiiiary phrvsical training

part

rst

as early

as the Zhori dynasty (11th century
B.C
B.C.). In the Han
-771(202 B.C.-220 A.D.) there
d;rnasty

wer€

o[ samo wrestling.
vcrv populat' in Japan,
was introduced toward the end of
ttie Ming d5,nastV, n,hen Chen
Yuanf u. mastcl of Shaalinquon,
went to Japan t{i impart his techniques to Japanese .sportsmen. The
rec<-rrcis

Sumo, now

,Japanese u'ushu performers incor-

it lvith jujitsu and deveiit into today's ju'do.
New tiiiel"lts have emerrged in
Today iudo is an Olympic sport
various provinces and munici- with
widespread influence in the
palities. One of Beijing,s top r.r.ru,- world.
Japan's Karatedo and AishrL perfor.mers. 1g-year-old I_i lcido, Korea's Taiquando,
ThaiLi:ir-rjie (see Julv 1982 issue ol CR). land's Tnroy thoi and the
Philipstarted Learning u'rr.shrr at the agr. pines' cudgel 'rvoi:k have
all been
of eight Ten year,.s' persistent influenced to .sorle degr.ee
by
knowiedge

ol thc

bas

r()utiu(,s.

trail-ring turnud him intri :r skilllul

polated

oped

pcrlcrrne,r' <tf Shao!,inqrrorr boxing.

Chinese wushu. Another school of
Korean martial art is called ?ang

rh"vlhm'ir st1,le :'Lnd nran,elou.s tcchntquc- h:rrre madr.' hrm a [it.e-lin-re

t>r'igin

His quick. ac('urate. powerful.

winner of the all-rourrd chaurpion_
ship in the natiorral games. His
t2

sho'u doo

to indicate its

Chinese

A gleat number of Japanese peopie are students of Chinese martiaj
arts toda_v. The Union of Shaolin-

quan

a7one.

initiated by So

N{i-

chiomi, has 2,600 branches in Japan with a million members. After
So Michiomi died, his daughter.
So Yuki, inherited her father's
career and continued to popularize
Shaolincluan. Wushu is now also
very popular in southeast Asian
countries such as Malaysia. Singapore and the Philippines. A nationwide Malaysian organization
called Jingwu (skillful u.:zshu) Physical Culture Meeting has branches
in many places. Similar organizations exist in Singap<tre and the
Fhilippines. Ail these countries
have nationwide .rtushu contests
Five have been held since 1969.
In the United States and Canada
wushu fans have been on the increase. In New York City aloner
there are 4A uushu societies. The
American Wushu Associatir.rn has
centers in San Francisco. Boston
and Seattle. A number of contests
have been held, with boxing, fencing, and ali-round championships.
Britain has 200,000 'wusbu performers, and a nationwide usushu
committee has been set up. A
4,000-mernber Chinese Wushu Association also exists in France. In
March 1982 the first meeting of the
European Kungfu Union was held,
with representatives from Britain,
France. Holland, West Germany,
Spain and Switzerland. People
from other countries have also applied to join the union. and th€re
is a growing movement to get
wushu listed as an Olympic sport.
i_l
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'Arhat'(Buddhistdisciple) shovel,
ueapon used

at

a

A slashing, flashing double sword display"

Shaolin Temple.

Double hooks.

Using a cudgel or quarterstaff.

A l4-year-old martial
enthusiast.

A young girl demonstrates the double daggers.

arts

'Drunken'swordplay-the performei's

seemiugly unbalanced movements are all part of his tactics.

A style popular in north China.

Combat!

Boring south China style.

Imitating an edgle's tiii(ins

\\ orking with a nine-section cudgel.

'NXonkey'borirrg

-l'irrough artiiicial insenrirrdtion
thc prescrr[ breed ol eartie is being

'l-aking goor:i care ot a cali'
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NansLran X{ourrtains have becorrre

z!

Bralrrg dlia

f,kl!lt j.rlnpic5 Lll grrssus tntrt,ducsti

tu test (hcll tiutlittic

rulue'

the word grassTVfi{EN you say
}Y trnas in "Cf,itr", the frst
places to eome to rnind are those
of Inner Mongoiia in the north
and Xinjiang in the far nrrthwest.
but in fact a quarter, or 67 million
hectares, of China's total area of
large grasslands is found in the
mountainous areas of the south.
One of these is in the Nanshan
Mountains, located in the Chengbu Miao Autonomous CountY of
south\tr'esteru Hunan Province.
Unti] 1956 the area ';ras uninha-

bited except by tigers, wolves and
Reasons for this

wild bcars.

include the frequently unbroken
periods of wet weather and thick
fog which made it unfavorable for
farming, and, I,600 meters above

sea level, winter temPeratui:es
down to 12" C below zero.

The grassJand is now the home
of a livestock farm with 10,700
hectares of pasture, but the realization that this was the best use for
the land was a long time in
comrng.

In the spring of

1956, several

groups of urban yoLlng PeoPIe who

had volunteered to open up this
area assembled at the courrty seat.
They canried their bedrolls on their
backs, and each group was led by
a red flag with the rvords "Youth

autumn came harvested only four

tons. Al1 but a hundred of the
young people went back to their
homes in the cities.

Later comers tried raising sugar
beets, tea and medicinal herbs,
but without good results. In the
early 60s rice was grorvn for
several years in succession, but it
was not considered successful

either. Those who remained
thought it a good idea to give up

farnring and turn to forestry. The
local government supported the

in 1968 sent planes
to sow the slopes with rnasson
proposal and

pines. But only a smalL number
of thern growing in the valleys
survived the winter cold.

What was the best way to

this region? In

7974

it

use

was learned

that four families up in the hills
made a living by raising cattle, and
their animals looked very good.
The mountains are covered with
meter-high grass. In the vall.eys
are streams that remain unfrozen
the year round. Why not go in for
stockraising

?

With help from the government,
in 1974 the farm bought a held of
dairy cows in Eeijing and some
sheep in Xinjiang. The next yr:ar
the place was officially named
Nanshan Livestock Farm.

Reclamation Team."

Shi Chongbin, now 46 and
secretary of the f arm's Com*
munist Party Committee, whc ied
one of these groups, likes to recall
how things were.
Beyond the county seat there
were no roads. Three days of
cross-country marching over the
trills brought the 950 young people
to the Nanshan Mountains. They
built themselves huts to sleep in,
but these couldn't keep out the
rajrr, so often they had to keeP
their umbrellas up inside day and
night. The locality afforded no
supplieis,

so they had to

carrY

everything they used, including
grain, up from the foot of the

range. With little more than
spades and hard work, in several
months they had turned up 300
hectares of land. They sowed 7.5
tons of seed corn, but .*'hen
PENG XIANCIIII is a staff reporter
for China Reconsiructs.
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Nelv Problems

from November to

March

the

cattle fed poorly on the dry -grass.
The animals got enough to eat in
summer and were fat in the fall,
but all lost weight in the. r,vinter
and some died by spring. Finally

the State Council sent down a
group of experts on soil science,
pastures and livestock to make a
thorough investigation of the area.
They concluded that stockraising
was the right direction for the
Nanshan farrn, but the pastures
should be re,seeded with better
grass. Twenty varieties of grass
from New Zealand, Australia and
other countries were planted on an
experimental scale rdith Tu Mingyi,
an wornan agronomist, in charge.

Ryegrass and white clover
proved to be among the most
successful. In 1979 the State
Animal-Husbandry Bureau provided the farm with five tons of
these seeds, enough to sow 200
hectares. The grass grew luxuriantly and provided good grazing
even in the dry months. After
five years of experimentation, six
varieties, with the above two as
chief, have been found most suited
to the climate. Frorn 1980 planting
of the newgrasses began in €arnest.
In that year the government sent
planes to sow 667 ha, of the t\Mo
main varieties, and 1,06? ha. more

in

1981.

cropped

The government also made it

They found the grass was not
of particularly high nutritive value.
And for five winter months

possible to learn from the advanced

Then a new problem

up.

-

In the farm's

cheese f actory,

technology and experieuce of
foreign countfies. Llnder a 1979

animal husbandry eontract signed
,with Austraii.a, Australian pasture
expert Dr. Collin Figgin and Anthony Brown, a development officer, came to the farm.
They helped the Chinese workers

set up a pitrot team which sowed
different grasses on a large seale on
varying degrees of slope. At their
suggestion, one pasture was divided
into smaller fenced-in sections for
rotated grazing, and a water supply
system, barns for hay and roads
were also built" The pilot team
carried out experiments in rotation
grazing and comparison of grass
growth when sowed in different
seasons and with different kinds
and arnounts of fertilizer and
manure. In two years at the farm
Piggin and Bruwn helped the farm
accumulate valuable scientifie data
and experience usefui for r.econ-

structing large-area pastures,
knowiedge that will be useful in
other mountain areas in south
China which have a iot of rain

and mild damp weather.

Responsibility llelps

Various forms af. production
responsibility have enabled the,
Newly seedeil pastures at ihe Nanshan
Livestock Farm are irrigated with wind
power"
Fhotos by Wang Xinmin

Nanshan Livestock Farm io make
even greater progress and more
futrly utilize its potential. The

far-m started its

system

of

paynrent accotding to

results in 1980. Workers who
raise more cattle or sheep, or
whose animals produce more meat

or milk, or a greater number of
young, get paid more. This has
stimulated their initiative and
made ihem work harder.
An example is the Daping dairy
team. Forrnerly 32 workeris cared

for

109 cows. Now, wiih the responsibiiity system. 22 people take
care of 161 eows and in addition
are raising 43 young bulls.
The first step has been taken

IO
Itl

tHedical
An interesting and useful aid to
ctrinicians has been 'compited by
the Teaching and Research Group

on Infectious Diseases of Hunan
Medical College's Hospital No. I
for all-round utilization of the (formerly the presiigious Xi.angya
farm's resources. ^\ dairy products Medical Collegq teaching hospital,
factory opened there in 1979 made which had old links with the Yale
156 tons of po.,vdered milk in 1981.
\{edical College in the U.S.A.). A
From slaughter of animals for Hundred, Misdiagnctsed Cases in
various purposes the farm usually Clinical Practice will improve
gets a hundred or so hides. Be- doctors' abilities to diagnose cases
,cause formerly ii had no,tannery where similar symptorrs rnay inaliof its own. it had to seli them at cate d.ifferent diseases.
The book was completed over a
a disadvantage- Last year a tanperiod by a team of
two-year
nery and shoe factory was set up
young
and
middle-aged doctors
to utilize the leathen. In its fir.st
four rnonths, the eight workers under the guidance of Professors
turned the hides into 210 pairs of Z}rang Zb.eng and Xiong Hong'en
men's, u'omen's and children's And Associate Professor Wu Ruopublished by the Hunan
shoes. The farm has also built six nan, and is
Science
and
Technology Press.
fish ponds id:.ich by the end of the
Chinese traditional medicine inyear wili have produced five tons
cludes systematic theories and
of fish.
many preventive and curative reThe farm's operations now in- medies for diseases common among
clude four dairy teams, two beef the elderly. Th,e Secret of Longecattle teams and two others raising uitg, just published by the Shangsheep and bulls. A special team hai Science and Technology Press.
carries on experiments in cattle- is a monograph summarizing reraising and grass planting. Total search on senility, anti-senility
stock is,2,218 head of cattle (952 measures and specific remedies.
of them mi.lk cows) and a thousand

power and solar energy facilities.
L,ast year for the first time the
farm operated at a piofit-20,000

^ .r.qi:r:'

Publicotions

responsibility

sheep. It also now has a mechanized cheese factory and a hydropower station with 600-kilowatt
capacity, used with other wind

.

Recent

yuan-and did not need any
gbvernment subsidy. llaving
finally found its direction, it has
plans for raising many more head
of stock and expanding its proces*
sing industries.
n

Ancient and Relerence
Books Reprinted
The Shanghai Bookstore

has

collected over the years many rare

and valuable old books, and a
number have recently been re*
printed. This year's titles include
Selected Mi.ng Dynasty Local
Chronicles from th.e Archioes of
the Tian Yi Ge Library; UnoffiCHINA RECONSTEUCTS

cial Fli.stories oJ tlte Qing D'AnastA;
and the ChirLa Histrtricsl MateriaLs

Series'(originally 1itled Chinese
History of InterrLal Disttr'bnnces
a.nd Foreign Aggressian).
Iteference bo<.lks r"ecently published from the same source are

WlLo's Wha zn Chino; Diclionar'y
of Chinese Wfiters and Dictionary
oi Ancient anil Nlod"ern Chttese
Place Names. Reprints from ihe
bookstore's iiterar;r and art colleciions include Research o'n Chinese
Literature, Paintitlgs oJ' Ma Dai
(Qing dynasty) and Figw'e Puint-

inqs frc:m'A

Dreom of

Red

this project by the State Counni,
the two present volumes are available in three hard-cover editiorx,
"Deluxe." "Grade A" an<i "Grade
8."

figtcienl Some and $hef;l
lmseriptions
The earlie-st sysiematic written
Ianguage in China dates from the

Shang dynasty (l-7th-11th

thiffia's &arrremey
China' s

C

ur

ren

cg

D

ou:n

T hr ottg h

Ag*s, a color aibuni cc;mpiled
iry ihe ec{itcrial group ol t,he People's Banh r:i China, is the m<ist
con:prehensive rroinme publish.ed
t'h.e

slc,

1'a: on China's 4,000-year hist,ory

of currency. it cr,rntairrs more t,han
i,000 pictures of vericls shel1s
used as rnoney, mintr:d coins in the
round and in th,.: shapes of knives

cen-

turies B.C.) and has been found on
the oracle bones and tortoiseshells
n hich were ceremonially inscribed
by ancient soothsayers and used
Ior divination ourposes.
N1any such relics have been uncovered and over a 20-year period
scholars have wolke<i to decipher
the wrjtings on these fragile and
sometim-.s smashed-to-bits materials. The first fruits of this
effolt. ten volumes oi the aracle
Bone and Tortaiseshell lrtscripf ions, is i r-rst out, and additional
volumes r,r,'i1l be avaiiable by the
end of the year. The complete set

of rubbings will include over
of bones and shells
chosen from 100,000 pieces, divided into four maior categories
(class relations, the development

40,000 pieces

'Chinese Corrency 'l'hror!gh the AEes'

of production, science and cuiture,
and" misceljaneous)
'Figure Paintings [r.om "A f)rearr ol

Red Mansions",'

l!4atl,siorts' (by Qing clynast;,, pairlter
Gai Qi, 7774-1829). Bound copies
of the daily newspaper Life and
the periodieal Popu"lar Ldfe, both
1930's progressive publications,
have also been issued.

categories.

and 22

sutr-

The compiiaticrn is due to the
combined eftort of many units and
scholars under nationwide coordination, and is published by Zhong
Hua Publishing Hcuse.

and shovels, .rnarie of gold. silver',
c,lpper anC irr-,n. as well as paper
notes. (China *'as the {lrst country

to

u.se

papel iurrEncy,) The iip-

pendices ctrronicle the histor5' ol
China's coinage and explain nu-

t

n':,ismatic terms

'Ciracle Bone and'fortoiseshell lnscriptiorrs.'

Emeyolopedia Gomtimued
The Greater Encycloped.ia of
China published its first, volume,
on astronomy, in i981. The newest
a.ddition is a two-volume entry on
foreign li.terature, includi.ng over
3,000 entries amounting to 3.6
milii.on characters, with 1,700
black anC white and 400 color"
pictures. Issued by the special
publishing house established for
NOVEMBER
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Bainquen (Pa$ehcn) is w'elcon:ed by lamas and other libetans at Zhaibung (DrepuEg) Monastery

rFHE BASIC pi'oblenrs ot food
t and clt,thing havc been solved
in Tibet, and a f undamental
change has taken place in every
aspect of life there, the Bainquen
Erdini (the Panchen Lama) conciuded after a neariy two-month
tcur of Tibet last summer. The
Bainquen, along i,v'ith the Dalai
Lama, 'who is now irr India, is one
of the two top leaders of Tibetan
tsuddhisrr. The Bainquen is I{on-

ot'ary Fresldent of the Buddhist,
of A11 China and also
a vice-chairman of the Standing
Comrnittee of the National People's Congress. Speaking to us in
Xigaze where many Bainquens
had tireir tradiiional seat, he told
us that "notable achlevements in
the aevelopment of the eeonomy,
irnprovement of the peopie's- livelihood and in the implementation
of policies have taken place parAssociation

of the Standing Comrnittee of
NPC and a vice-chairman of

the
the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conlerence), the Bainquen

had left Tibet for Beijing in 1964
and did not go back till 1982 because of mistreatment during the
"culturai revolution", which began in 1966. Fully rehabilitated by
1979, he was then re-elected to his
former positions.

When he arrived in

Lhasa,

capital oI the Tibet Autonomous
Region, after an 18-year absence,
thousands of Tibetans lined the

streets and threw white hada
scarves (symbol of honor and good
wishes) into his open car" The

Comrnunist Party and government
of the Tibetan Autonomous Region
and heads of the People's Liberation Army in Tibet held a grand
welcome for him. It was toward
the end of his tour that we interhim in his Xigaze homs,
ticuiariy in the last trvo years' vie'azed
the
Deching
Pozhang (Palace of
since the central people's governEverlasting
Peace).
ment arrnounced important neu,'
He told us he was very moved
pclicies for Tibet."
by
A state leader in China since thatthe reception he reieived, and
during these two months he
1954 (then elected, a vice-chairman
had heard reports by representaZHANG YAN and FENO JIANQUN are tives of the people's government
staff reporterr for China Reconstructs. and people's congresses at various
20

in

Lhasa.

Liu Lijia,

levels in Tibet, discussed matters
with leaders in all walks of life,
inspected factories, communes and
schools. talked with rnany friends.
preached to clerics and iay believers and attended religious services in local monasteries.
He had flown to Lhasa in three
hours frorn Lanzhou in Gansu
province, he said, recalling that in
the winter of 1951 it had taken
him 140 days orr horseback crossing
the mountains in wind and snow
to go only a part of that distance.
And that after Tibet became a part

of China in the Yuan

dynasty

(1279-1368), although courier posts
for imrnediate changes of horse

and messenger were set up along
the route between Beijing and
Lhasa, it still took six monthsr for
a message to make the trip.
The Bainquen praised the air
service
eight planes a week
- now
to Lhasa
along two routes
- for
helping to strengthen ties between
Tibet and the rest of the country
and cement unity among China's
nationalitie.s, and also for fecilitating Tibet's future dev'elopment.
But it was on the way the new
policies for Tibet are working that
he spoke most.
CHINA RECONSTRUOTS

The background to these policies
was that Tibet had failed to recover rapidly from economic setbacks during the gang of four
period and there was dissatisfaction with this and rvith the state
cf reiations between Han and
Tibetan cadres. The new policies,
introduced in the spring of 1980,
were issued to speed economic
development and give Tibetans
more control over their regional
autonomous government. They
supplanted some previous ones
worked out for the whole country,

and often applied mechanically
without regard to Tibet's specific
conditions. In agriculture, for

instance, grain-growing was overstressed to the detriment of stock-

breeding, so important in Tibet.
And in industry there had been

some unnecessary construction
rvhile neglecting handicrafts which
supply the people's daily needs.

Regional National Autonorny

On the working of regional
autonomy, the Bainquen sald,

"Generaily speaking, I'm satisfied
with how it is being applied in
Tibet. Tibetan cadres i-row predominate in leading posts and a1l
other important positions."
The Bainquen felt that the holding of direct elections at the
county level was a step in this
direction, assuring that people of
Tibetan rrationaiity are elected to
the people's congresses. "So lar,"
he said, "direct electlons have
been held in Lhasa, and in 70 counties and 2,050 people's communes."

Members of

co.rniy

people's

the countly
are now chosen by direct election
rather than by the lower level
congresses throughout

congresses as forrnerly.

"Under the old feudal system.
lvas one of the biggest
serfowners," he said, "the Tibetan
working people had no personal
freedom at all, not to speak of a

in which I

voice in state affairs. What a great

change since then!"
The key to guaranteeing the success of regional autonomy is to
train more Tibetan cadl'es. "After

liberation," he pointed out, "the
Chinese Communist - Party laid
NOVEMBER
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emphasis on training roinority na-

tionality cadres." He cited the remarkable resul.ts achieved in Tibet
in those early years.
Among the promising minority
cadres who have emergecl, he mentioned D<lje Cering, first secretary
of the Communist Party Committee
of Xigaze prefecture, and Toinzhub,
head of the prefectural government, both young and able. "They
speak both Tibetan and Han languages and have won high regard
among the masses and the other
cadres for their understanding of
the policies, their thoroughgoing
work and their ability to organize," he said.
He told us how, on the eve of
his arrival in Xigaze, a snowslide
came down the mountainside in the
prefecture's Tingri county, damaging nearby villages and hundreds
of hectares of farmland, and these
two men by their quick, efficient
action had helped people to overcome the effects of the disaster
and resume production and normal
life almost at once.

Han and Tibetan Cadres
The Bainquen recalled with much

warmth the close friendship that
had been established between the
Tibetan people and the PLA men
and the ci'.,ilian cadres of Han nationality who came to help build up
Tibet following its peaceful liberation in 1951. "They worked wholeheartedly for the benefit of the
local people and were serious in
carrying out the Party's policies
concerning nationalities and r-eligion," he said. "The PLA lived
frugally in order to make more

them develop close ties and friendship with the local people. But as
a result of the 'culturaL revolu-

tion', these ties were

impaired.

Ilowever, Lroth the Han cacires and
the Tibetan people have learned
from real life that if a new Tibet
is to trc built, they rnust rely on
one another."
Commenting on the central
governmerrt decision to recall the
Han cadres in grotrps, starting w-ith
those who aie not in good health
and those rn'hose departure rviil
not affect the rvork, the Bainquen
said he ihought it rvas correcl.
However, he said, it is also neces*
sary to keep some Han cadres on
their jobs for a longer period according to specific conditions. This
was neeessary iir the past, and
would be in the futureTibetan Language

Then he returned to the use of
the Tibetan language. Some oi the
shortcomings in implemeniing
nationalitie-q polic-v*, he said, were

Nerv housing for Tibetan workers and
staff in Lhasa keeps to lhe Tibetan
styte

.

Doi Jimingl

grain and funds available to relieve

the impoverished Tibetan

people.

For this they won universal praise.
'Jingzhu marai Aagudu' (the People's Liberation Army is good) was
a phrase heard everywhere.
"During the democratic reform
to abolish serfdom in 1959, many

Han cadres went down to

the

countryside to live and worl<
with the people in the villages,
and their hosi Tibetans would
stand guard at night outside their
billets to protect them against attacks by bad people. Many Han
cadres worked hard to learn the
Tibetan language. This too helped
2l

the capacity of both a state

and

religious leader.

(seconC rigtrt) wiih Yin Fatang (righa), Colnmunist party firsl
of the Tibei, Auionomous Region, Ngapo Ngawang Jigme (second left),
viee-thairman of the sfauiling commiltee ot the National people's congress and
chairman of the autonornous region government, and Pebala Gelieh Namjie (left),
a vice-chairmen of the nat!onal and regional people's political consul(ative
Conferenees.
Liu Li,1ia

The Bainquen
secretarv

in this sphel'e. "During thc. 1950s,
Hern czidres in ihe local go'u,ernment offices and army units v/ere
ail r-equited to iearn some Tibetan.
Howei,er, during the 'cultural
revolution', this r:ule u'as 'hroken.
and the use of Tibetan :r?as even
criticized by uitra-Leftisrs as one
o[ the unciesir'ab]e "four olds" io
be discarded. lrTow things have
taken a turn foi'the better. In the
primary schoois teaching is mainly

in the Titreta:l trangua.ge, and
students continue to siudv it in
midciie school.
"But not enough change has
taken place in

sr,rme respects. Some

locai governmenl offices do not
seem to have truly realized the
significance of employing the
Tibetan language."
We asked him ic comment on

the asseltion by some
abrc,ad

peopld

that regional autonom,y for

the nationalities in China is not
genuine and that Tibet should
be given some kind of "full"

autonomous status" To this the
Bainquen repiied sharply, "What
they mean by 'fu1l' is that Tibet

rvould no longer be under the
central peopl.e's government or
covered by the Constitution. That

would create a 'state within

a

state', which amounts to the same
as creating a Tibet separate from
the rest of China. We mustn't be
deceived by this."

Religious Freedom
Religious freedom rvas a natural

topic to discuss lvith him.

He

himself as a chiid had been chosen
in 1941 by a conference of highranking larna.s as the reincarnation of the ninth Bainquen Lama,
who had died in 1937. He made his
recent inspection tour of Tibet in

l'isiting the new geothermat experirnental pou,er siation at yangbajain, northwest
of Lhasa.
LitL Lijia

During his travels he

was

"In the early days after

the

often askerl to expound the Buddhist Sutras and as a Living Buddha to touch the heads of beiievers
in blessing. He said to r"rs that he
thought his coming to Tibet and
biessing peopLe there had increased
confidence among the devout that
the Communist Party was indeed
implementing its policy of freedom
of religious belief.
peaceful liberation of Tibet, efforts were rnade to carry out that
policy," he went on, "bul during

the 'cultural revcllution' there
were serious vioiations. It is up
to us to sum up and draw lessons
from past experience, In the

recent few years many good things
have been done to resume freedom of religious belief in Tibet.

Many of the monaster.ies and
temples that were damaged are
being restored with state funds.

The reiigious activities of

the

people are protected.

"In our country there is freedom
to believe in religion and alsci not
to believe. Non-believers should
realize that believers are also
working to build socialism."
Eeonomic Gains

The Bainquen repeaied many
times the point that the economy
of Tibet can now guarariiee the
basic living requirerrients for food
and clothing for the majority of
its peasants and hei'dsmen, In
Tibet. where industry is still extremely underdeveloped, the life of
the farming and herding people,
',Mho comprise 90 percent of the
population, is an inrportant index
of development.
Flexible economic policies initiated in 1980 to bring initial prosperity to Tibet include five years'
exemption from taxes on agriculture and stock-raising, and from
i.ndustrial and commercial taxes
for coll.eetively-owned and indiviCual enterprises. And no quotas
are set for agricultural and animal
products to he pr.rrehased by the
state. This allows peasants and
herdsmen greater freedom to make
their own decrsions concerning
production.
CHTNA RECOFISTRUCTS

"The tirst step envisaged in 1980
was to istart challging the condition
of poverty in Tibet in two or three
places this has
years
- in inmost
only two years." the
been done
Bainquen

said. "But the achieve-

menl,s are not yet solid and there
are still places where things have

not changed. I

found 'both .ad-

vanced and backrvard communes in

Xigaze prefecture. Well-off fami-

Jies have surplus grain.
family of ten I saw had five

One
tons

change is," the Bainquen said.
"One shouldn't just conclude that
there has been little or no change
in Tibet by cornparing Tibet's
economy with that of advanced
areas elsewhere in China. T'here
have been great changes, and even
if supplies are s+;ill not abundant.
this is an important starting point
on the way to a much higher goal."
The Dalai Lama

stored, with grain sacks even piied
up under the eaves of the house.

We asked him about the Daiai
Lanla. "As I wind up my tour of
Tibet," he said, "the Dalai Lama
and other Tibetans now living

have no surplus grain, they now
have enough tt-r get by till the next
harvest "
The total value of agricultural
and livestock production for the
Tibet Autonomous Region amounted to 478 million yuan in 1981, or
3.4 tin-res the figure of 744 million
yuan for 1959. the year in which
serfdom was abolished In 1981
grain production was 278 kilograms
per person. as against 148.5 kg. in
1959. and livestock averaged 14.4

abroad naturally come to my mind.
I hope that they too will come back

Some other communes ate still
poor. But even where members

to have a look."
"Though the Dalai Lama an<1 I
have taken different politi.cal roads,
we are brothers of the same nation-

ality and in r.eligion. We are both
successors to the mantle of Zongkeba (Tsongkhapa, founder of the
Ye]low Sect of Tibetan Buddhism.
The Communist Party's policy of
letting bygones be bygone-*, also

head per capita. as compared
with ?.8 head then. These figures

holds for the Dalai Lama and other
Tibetans now living abroad. If
they really love their own people

actually represent a larger overall
numerical increase, for population
has risen by 600.000 since 1959 to
reach 1.85 million.
"Any change rn Tibet must be
evaluated against its background
of feudal serfdom. Only then can
we truly realize how great the

them oniy if they return to Tibet.
The doors of our motherland have
always been open to all patriotic
people. They are free to come and
free to go, and their safety rvill be

and leligion, they will be able
to make a real contribution to

guaranteed""

Zhaba (center) who returned to his home town in Tibet's Yailong county after
Z0 years abroatl, made a total income of 5,000 yuan Iast year (inclutling his family
Ma .Iingqiu
members' earnings). He spent 2,000 yuan for a hand trnctor,

A herdsman selling meat and f{ides at
Lhasa's free market,
Gu

Shoukang

The destiny and future of the
Tibetan people has been closely
Iinked with that of the other nationalities in China over a ver)'
long period of historical development, the Bainquen observed. "A1l
the more clearly. what has happened in the past 30 years dernonstrates that the Tibetan people
can prosper only as part of the big
family of nations of socialist China.
Any intelligent person ouglrt to be
able to draw this conclusion from
the undeniable facts and the irresistible trend of history, and choose
the road he should take.

"As for those who feel otherwise, t<i quote a Tibetan proverb,
'Bees can never blow down the
king of the mountains with the

flapping of their wings', Sociaiist
China will grow stronger day bY
day" Our Tibet, which is Part of
China, can go forward only along
n
a socialist road."
NOVEMBER
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Parts of the river cleareC for
skating are thronged with young
people in colorful clothes. In recent years they have taken to
dancing on skates to music.
Snow falls here not so much
heavily as often, and it piles up
all winter. Snowmen and snow
animals by the children and others
can be seen all along the streets.
Ilarbin is known for its iee carvpavilions and towers of ice
ings
that-rise along the -<treets where
once the summer flowers bloomed.
There are also the famous lanterns

carved

of ice, illuminated with

electric bulbs inside. In the parks
one finds more elaborate ice art,
whole complexes of buildings
r.r'ith carved birds, flowers, animals, historical figures and scenes
of conternporary life. Nlany people travel to ltrarbin in winter just

to see the sculptures.

D ECAUSE oI the cold, heating
I) 5or" has to be good none of
that
the half-hearted excuses

Young skatcrs.

Harbin: Winter in 'ke City'
ZHENG SHE
45" nolth latitude. llarbin is public bus system. But nothing
A.T
r China's northernmost large stops the children. For them it is
industrial city. It is a heavy a time of joy, sliding on their
machinery base and capitai of homemade sleds.
Heilongjiang province. The in- rFHE
CITY is located on the
fluence of thr: continental climate
I
(800-1.000-meters

-t

from Siberia makes it colder than
many cities of its iatitude. Harbin is locked in frost for five
months of the year. The lowest
temperature nra.y reach -38"

C.

Harbin's winter scene

and

frequent snowfalls are always a
wonder to people from more
southerly or drier climes. In the
depths of winter the trees are
Crapecl in snow, ihe buildings lie
beneath a blanket of it, anC icicles
hang lrom the eaves.
r\ lot of people try to go out as
little as possible in the breathtaking cold., and those who do hurry
back

in

r.vith eyebrows and beards

with white frost. The
bicycle" common transport in

covered

summer.
24

is

abandoned

for

the

broad
wide)
Songhua River. In summer the
Songhua is j.deal for swimming, and
on holidays it is crowded rvith
su,irnmers and boaters. In winter,
frozen to the depth of a meter or
more, the river becomes an ice

thoroughfare. Autos and carts
desert the bridge and cross to
villages on the other side wherev-

er they have access to the river.

The sledge becomes one means
of transport. There is an extremely simple homernade variety born.
some say, oI the dogsied, consisting of a wide wooden board with
two iron rods as runners, and a
chair fastened to it. It can carry
two persons, one seated in the
chair and the other standing in
the rear punting it forward.

further south barely supplemeni
padded clothing. l/Iodern buildings
have central steam heating. ManY

ordinary old single-farnily homes
have heaied tile walls with an
anthracite coal siove set in them.
The autumn, in preparation for
the long winter, is a time of frenzied activity sunning cabbage and

filling the f amily r-cot cellar

with potatoes, carrots, turniPs and
apples.

The double windows oI the
or rather the space be- make
handy freezer
- People afill the space in
locker.
housm
tween

the kitchen window almost half
way uF with chickens, ducks, fish
and pieces of plastic-wrapped
meat f rom an autumn quarterhog. The temperature in the open
air provides an 'instant freeze.

People who don't want to cook for
a few days, as over a holiday,
make up a pile of steamed buns or
meat-filled jiaozi, treeze thenr up

and keep them between the
windows ready for a meal. lf
The color pictures of Harbin in winter

in this issue are by Gu Jinyuar an
amateur photogfapher from Flongkong.
He has traveled all over China and his
scenes of Chaoshan, Taishan, Suzhou
and Hangzhou have been highly
praised.

CIIINA

RECONSTRUCTS

Winfer wonderland of ice-coated trees along the Songhua River.
Pholos by Gu Jinvuan (Hpn,qkongl

lce sailing on the frozen river

ice carvings"

ln louing Memory of lndia's
Heroic

llr. l(otnis

JIANG YIZIIEN
DECEMBER is the 40th for the team, which eventually
THIS
r anniversary of the death of consisted of five men (Doctors
Dr. Dwarkanath S. Kotnis, a great B. K. Basu, Cholkar, Kotnis,
internationalist fighter and my Mukerjee and their leader, Dr.
close friend. This young Indian Menhanlal Atal). To show their
doctor had come to help the friendship for the Chinese people,
Chinese people in the dark days each added the suffix hua (rneanof the war of resistance against ing China) to the Chinese versions

of their name. Dr. Kotnis became
Ke Dihua.
In May 1940 Doctors Kotnis and
Basu were sent to work in the
and armymen in the Shanxi- medical school of the ShanxiChahar-Hebei liberated area came Chahar-Hebei border area comto his funeral at Gegong village, mand. I was then director of the
Tangxian county in Hebei prov- school, which in addition to its
ince, where he had lived and teaching tasks treated wounded
worked. I was entrusted with soldiers. During a particularly
reading the memorial speech and, severe battle, the two doctors asked
in the course of it, was so overwhelmed with grief several times
that I could barely continue.
Dr. Kotnis and Jiang Yizhen, then
Revisiting the village two years tlirector of the Bethune [nternatilonal
Hospital, at Gegong village,
ago, I found that the site of the Peaceprovince
in 1942.
funeral was now a tree nursery Hebei
where saplings were thriving (Dr.
.Kotnis' tomb, together with that
'n
"&
of Dr. Norman Bethune, has been
moved to Shijiazhuang, capital of
the province). To the west stood
a primary school. I spoke with the
owner of the house where Dr.
Kotnis had stayed, and what he
Japanese aggression.

When he died, of an illness compounded by severe overwork and
poor diet, more than 1,000 civilians

remembered most clearly was how

much the people of the area had
loved the young doctor.
Medical Mission to China

Dr. Kotnis graduated

from

,

medical college in India in 1938 and
was preparing for the British Royal
Medical Society exams for postgraduate work when he heard that
an Indian medical team was being
organized to go to China. Abandoning his own plans, he volunteered
JTANG YIZHEN, IOng prominent in
Chinese medical affairs is a member
of the National People'j Congress and
of the Central Advisory Commission.
NOVEMBER
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Dr. Dwarkanath S, Kotnis.
to lead a medical team to the front
lines. There, over l3 days, Dr.

Kotnis treated 800

wou,nded

soldiers and performed 585 operations.

As the casualties streamed into

the medical station, he

worked
three days and nights without rest,
and when asked to consider his

own health he insisted that his
first duty was to the soldiers and
their cause. When I saw him after
his return from the front, he was
thinner and his eyes had sunk
deeper into his head, but his spirit

was unquenched.
At the medical school, he always
worked late into the night, prepar-

ing lectures w\ich had to be
translated into Chinese for

delivery to his students. For a
foreigner who had been in China
only two years, this was very difficult, and his bilingua). dictionary
was well-thumbed and annotated.
Many times I asked him to cut
down his grueling work schedule,
for all our sakes, but my urgings
were useless.
When our only English interpreter went to Yan'an with Dr.
Basu, a woman teacher of nursing

who knew some English, Guo
Qinglan, was sent to be Dr.

I

Kotnis' secretary. While this eased
his work load in one way, it increase'd it in another
he began

to study Chinese
with Guo's help.

systematically

27

found her in a village and brought
her along despite their own im-

minent danger, for the enemy was
very close. The bodyguards tol<l
us the story, since Dr. Kotnis was
busy delivering the woman's baby
daughter, who would not have
survived without his timely attention"

'If

Chinese and Indians Unite'

Through their common work and
shared hardships, Dr. Kotnis and

hj.s secretary Guo Qinglan developed deep feeling for one
another, but hesitated to marry
while the war was in such a critical stage. Someone dropped a hint
of the situation to Comnrander Nie
Rongzhen, and he happily asked
me to persuade them to go ahead
with the maruiage. My task was
not too difficult, and in November
1941 we celebrated the wedding, to

please

the local people. according

custom, with the bride
carried to the bridegroom's house
in a sedan chair td the sound of
Ioud and merry music. The marriage seemed an embodimenl of
the profound friendship between
the peoples of our two countr-ies.
Dr. Kotnis once told me hou', trr
pay his medical school tuition, his
father had gone into debt. When
he joined the Indian medicai team
to China after graduation, his
father had enthusiastically supported his decision, even though it
meant he would have no help in
repaying the debt,
Four months after he reached
China, a ]etter arrived with news
of his father's death. He dici not
even ask for leave, explaining, "My
father always despised people who
had no persistence or lofty ideals.
When I left he told me 'Do your
duty in China, so that no one can
ever look down on you. If we
Indian and Chinese people can
unite, then nobody can push us
Asians around any more.'" Dr.
Kotnis said that this was the hope
not just of his father, but of people all over India.
As I thi.nk of those words today.

to local

llarch 18, 1939: Chairman [Iao Zedong and Jiang Qixian (Nlinister of Publit
Health of the Eighttl Route Army) with the members of the Indian medicat team
in Yan'an (from left, Drs, B, K. Basu, Kotnis and Mukerjee, Mao Zedong, Jiang
Qixian, Drs. Menhanlal Atal and Cholkar).

Dr. Kotnis became the first
director of the base area's Bethune
International Peace

Hospital

to enjoy myseif, but to share weal
and woe with all of you."
Once, when we were hauling

for the Canadian surgeon fertilizer to fields along the
who had earlier come to help the Tanghe River, using baskets,
Chinese people in their struggle, shoulder poles and wheelbarrows,
and who died of blood poisoning Dr. Kotnis balanced a basket on
contracted in the line of duty). At his head and walked steadily along
the beginning of 1941 the Japanese without touching it with his hands,
invaders stepped up their attacks
in the manner of an Indian
on the resistance areas behind the
front lines, and life in our district peasant. A1l of us were diverted
and amused, our fatigue forgotten
became very hard.
for the moment.
(named

Sharing

All

Hardships

Great campaigns were launche'd
produce other
necessities in order to counter the
enemy blockades. In addition to his
medical and administrative duties
at the hospital, Dr. Kotnis missed
no chance to take part in physical
labor along with the rest of us.
He shared our meager ratio,ns of
millet and black beans. As he used
to say, "I'm a hospital director', but
I'm also a soldier of the Eighth
Route Army. I didn't come here

to grow food and

qo
tlt

In 1942 the Japanese aggressors
launched another ruthless mop-

ping-up campaign, and the medical
school was ordered to move to a
safer place. We were ready to
leave, but Dr. Kotnis, at military
headquarters on urgent business.

had not returned and we were
forced to go without him. When
he did catch up with us, he and
his bodyguards, two guerrilla
fighters, were carrying on a stretcher a woman in the last stage of
a difficult pregnancy. They had

I am filled with the

rvarmest

for Dr. Kotnis, his family,
and his great nation. China and

respect

(Continued on p. 30)
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0r.

illenhalal frtal-lnternationalist
and Friend of Ghina
LU ZHIJUN and TAN ZHUANG

I N the depths oI the winter o[
-l- 1939. Dr'. Menhanlal Atal,
l,eader of a medicai team sent bY

the Indian Congress PartY, arrived
in Yan'an. seat of the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, w'ith medicine and
medicai apparatus.
The team was given a grand
welcome by the peoPle of the

Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia border

region and Chairman Mao Zedong.
Its arrival was also an inspiration
to young revolutionaries, strengthening their- determination to resist

tighter for international Peace.
During the Spanish Civil War
(1936-39) he worked with a Red
Cross group of the International
Brigades.

When the Korean War broke out
1950, he openlY suPPorted the

in

policy of non-interference in the
internal aff airs of Korea. At a
meeting held by the International
Red Cross in New Delhi in the late

1950s, the Indian rePresentative
protested stronglY against the
U.S.'s transparent intention of
two Chinas, and emPhathe Japanese invaders' The creating
that
there could be onlY one
sized
doctors stayed in Yan'an onlY a
Atal was very Proud of
Dr.
few months. then headed for the China.
the Indian represenbecause
this,
tront in southeastern Shanxi.
for justice' Dr.
stood
had
tative
Their contributions in healing the
founders of
wounded and rescuing the dYing- AtaI was one of the
AsEriendshiP
India-China
the
and in training medical personnel.
great
a
contributed
and
sociation
rvere unforgettable.
Dr. Atal was a veteran member deaL to the promotion of friendof the Congress PartY and a rela- ship between the two countries.

tive of Indian's Present Prime Min-

ister Indira Gandhi. A graduate
of the University of Edinburgh in
Great Britain, he was a noted
surgeon, a poet and an outstanding

Unforgettable Contributions

When he came to China with
the medical team in 1939, he was

Before the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall in Guangzhou (Dn. Aiat, third risht),
u'hen

s

first arriving in

China.

already over 50. but he adaPted
himseif remarkablY well to the
severe cold in northern Shaanxi
and the hard cave life. He alwa.vs
dressed dapperlY and rt-rde a captured Japanese horse Presented to
him by Commander-in-Chief Zhu
De. Yet he never failed to resPond
to the endless emergencies of u'ar-

time surgery, slithering along
muddy loess PathwaYs in the
middle of the night to attend the
wounded, and managed to overcome all kinds of difficulties despite the great shortage of medical
supplies. He u'as alwaYs Patient
and careful when oPerating on the
wounded and tvon the affection o{
the people.

During one Period he had to
walk more than B0 li (about 40
kilometers) back and forth from
the hospital in Guai Mao to Yan'an
to treat Premier Zhou Enlai's arm.
Very often he met Peasant Patients
on the way and theY were aII at-

tended to carefullY' He was
praised by the PeoPIe r-if the

LU ZHIJUN and TAN ZHUANG. u'htt
both worked with Dr' Atal in Yan'an.
are now respectively vice-director o[

the Chinese Meclical Association and
vice-heacl of the Beijing Party municipal office department of healthbuilding sports.
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revolution. His first visit after its
founding was in 1951. Afterward
he made a very moving speech at
the founding of the India-China
Friendship As.sociation in Bombay,
In 1957 at the age of 71, despite

*.

poor health, he again visited
China at the invitation of the

Sino-Indian Friendship Associahis liver
disease the day he reached China
and was hospitalized.
He died in China in December
1957, by coincidence in the same
hospital room where Dr. Sun Yatsen had also breathed his last. He
was ta).king about the books he
intended to write about SinoIndian friendship right up to the
end. According to Dr. Atal's will,
half his ashes were sent back to
India; the remaining half stayed
in China to be buried in the
martyrs' cemetery in Hebei province, where he had once worked.
Twenty-five years have passed
since he left us, but he will live
forever in the hearts of the Chinese people. As Premier Zhou
Enlai said in the eulogy at Dr.

tion. He had a relapse of

At the foot of Pagoda HiIl in yan'an. Dr. Atal is third right,

border region as not only an inexhaustible doctor but also a conscientious teacher and a devoted
friend. In December 193g on his

way to the front in

southeast

Shanxi, the car broke down. With
his Chinese comrades he pulled the
car with a rope for 20 kilometers.

Besides. deep friendship the
Indian medical team brought a
small X-ray machine to the antiJapanese front. Like chancoal in
snowy weather,

it

was timely he1p,

but there was no electricity and
the only hand-operated generator
was the one owned by the military
commission for transmitting telegrams. So when the hospital need-

ed the generator for an X-ray, it
REMEMBER!NG KOTNIS

had to fetch it by horsecart and
it back when finished.
After the anti,Japanese war the
X-ray machine was moved to a
new battlefront with the troops.
Today it stands in the Lanzhou
No. 1 Hospital in Gansu province
(the hospital's predecessor was the
military hospital of the Eighth
Route Army, later called the
Yan'an Bethune International
Peace Hospital), the best evidence
of Sino-Indian friendship.
send

India-China Friendship

Dr. Atal showed great concern
for the development of new China
after the victory of the Chinese

Atal's funeral, we shall

never

forget the loyal assistance given
to the Chinese people by the great
Indian people and their fine son
Dr. Atal.
We shall make further efforts to
enhance the great friendship between the peoples of China and
India, which will be the best way
to commemorate Dr. Atal.
U

harder than ever. Dr. Kotnis began
to have frequent attacks of epilepsy. Often I myself put my
handkerchief in his mouth to pre-

a tomb over his grave, just east of
Norman Bethune's, in Tangxian
county. Standing together with
students and staff of the medical
school and many other mourners.

he suffered another severe attack,

friend of the Chinese people. My

p. 28)
India are two great countries
in Asia. Historically, both have vent him from biting his tongue.
suffered from feudalism and im- Our military leaders wanted to I read with tears ih my eyes
perialist oppression. Our two peo- send him for medical treatment to Chairman
Mao Zedong's tribute to
ples have developed close contacts India, Hongkong or to Japanesethis foreign friend. It ended with
and abiding friendship. In the in- occupied Beiping (as Beijing was the words,
will never forget
ternationalist spirit of Dr. Kotnis, then. called) through our under: Dr. Kotnis' "We
internationalist
spirit."
we must strive to develop that ground and in disguise. He
How could we forget him? The
friendship and, together, defend refused, and they begged him red flag
which symbolizes the
peace in Asia and the world.
at least to go to Yan'an. He victory of the Chinese revolution
qould not budge from his po.st. is dyed also with the blood of this
On Deceniber 9 of the same year great Indian doctor and beloved
Always in Our Hearts
(Continued from

In

1942

the war against Japanese

aggression entered a critical period.
and life in our base area was
30

and died , despite everything our
medical staff coulil do.
In the Spring of 1943 we built

brother, Dwarkanath

whose body rests

in

lives forever in my
CIIINA

Kotnis,

Chinese soil,

heart.
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$porting Goods for Athletes at Home and Ahroad
WU DONGYAN

f UST as Chinese athletes are and ,the balls must take a lot of They are perfeetly shaped and
J. beginning to make their punishment. Chinese producers balanced, and have a reputation
mark in international competition. have ther"efore come up with some for not leaking or becoming
Chinese sporting goods are gaining
worldwide reputations. Last May,
for example, our men's badminton

team was in the headlines for
capturing the world title at the
Thomas Cup International Tournament.

Shortly before this another
contest took place; it did not make
headlines but was nonetheJ.ess very
gratifying to the makers of China's
Air brand badminton shuttlecock.

exceptionally strong ones, of which

distorted even after hard wear.

100 million ping-pong balls exported every year are either the
Red Double Happiness or Double
Fish brand.
For a time the Friendship
ping-pong paddle No. 729, with its
"inverted dimple" rubber surfaces,

their shape even after 400 matches.
The Gold Cup No. 5 soccer balls,
authorized for international tournaments, are produced by the
Lisheng factory in Tianjin. Waterproof, they retain their bright
color through heavy rain or rough
handling. They are sewn entirely
by hand, as quality balls traditionally are, with 880 stitches re-

the Double Fish brand is con- High-quality basketballs and volsidered the best. Most of the leyballs, tests show, have held

was jokingiy called a secret
weapon in the hands of Chinese
In a scientific appraisal of shuttle- players at international tournacocks from seven different ments. Lightweight and with a quired for each one. Master
countries sponsored by the In- very bouncy surface, it is perfectly craftsman Wu Jintian, 55, can
ternational Badminton Federation. adapted to their high-speed, con- make three balls a day, even
the Air brand was listed among trolled-placement style of play. though ten kilos of force are
the world's best. A number of Not to be outdorre, the Shanghai needed to set each stitch.
foreign customers obviously agree
last year 1..2 mlllion of this
-durable,
"bouncy" item were sold
abroad in 50 countries and regions.

Up to World Standards
Nine China-made sports items
are officially authorizdd for use in
international matches the Red

Double Happiness and Double
Fish
ping-pong balls, Golden Cup soccer
and basketballs, the Locomotive

Ping-Pong Equipment Factory
after many experiments came out
with a new improved model, the
Red Double Happiness paddle, and

in 1981 produced 720,000 pairs, of
which 300,000 were sold abroad.
For the so-called big bal1s for
volleyball, basketball and soccer
quaiity standards are very high.

The Sporting Goods Industry
Before the 1949 liberation, China
had only a few sports-goods workshops located in Beijing, Shanghai
and Tianjin. None of them had
more than 30 workers and the
quality of their products was not

Quality inspection of Red Double Happiness ping-pong balls in Shanghai.

basketball, volleyball and soccer
ball, and the Arrow basketbali and
rubber-padded Friendship pingpong paddle No. 729.

The Red Double

Happiness

ping-pong ball, made in Shanghai,
was the first of China's brands to
be recognized for international
play. The quality inspection for

this item is very rigorous, and
those that don't meet the manufacturers' high standards never
reach the market. (A ping-pong

ball might seem a very sirnple item
to produce, but actually the best of

them require over 100 separate
processes to make.) In recent
yea4s, the hard, fast style of play
developed in China has become
common in international circles,

l,
,f, ",'

wU DONGYAN is on the staff of the
Ministry of Light .[nilustry.
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high. In the 1950s the industry
grew considerably, but still made
mostly copies of foreign products.
During the "cultural revolution"
many factories were forced to
close or switch to other products.
tsut in the late 1970s the industry
began to recover and expand
rapidly, and to do much more of

which made little or no sportsware
in the past"
Since ping-pong is China's most
popular sport, it is not surprising
that it takes up a considerable pro-

portion of national sporting-goods
output. In the record year of production 230 million balls and 3.50

million paddles were

made.

its own research and design. Today
it has its own professional journal,
research institutes and national

Badminton has also become quite
popular in recent years, because it
can be played almost anywhere

and collective sporting goods

shuttlecock (most amateur players
forgo the net). Annual shuttlecock

quality standards.
China now has 120 state-owned

enterprises employing 23,000 people. Fifty percent of the work is
done by machinery, including
some automatic production lines.

But, as is the case around the
world, some of the most prized
products are carefully handmade
by skilled craftsmen. Some
sporting goods are also made by

city neighborhood workshops

or

by communes or production teams,
some of them specializing in the

"',l,eapons" used in Chinese martial
arts
cudgels, blunted swords,
- spears and so on.
sabers,
The Shanghai branch of the

industry is known for high-quality

balls, the Tianjin branch

f

or

gymnastic apparatus, Beijing for

track and field equipment and
Guangzhou for aquatic sports

items. Heilongjiang province in
the far northeast is noted for skis,
skates and other cold-weather
gear. A number of factories have
been set up in the northern and
southwestern border regions inhabited by minority nationalities,

with just two rackets and

a

output has reached 36 million.
Soccer, basketball and volleyball
sports have been surging ahead
in popularity in the last few
yeq,rs, and were given an ad-

ditional boost by the

Chinese

women's volleyball team's capture
of the world title and China's good
showing in soccer in 1982. Reports

from Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai indicate that 1982 ball sales in
these categories are up 80 percent
over last year.
The Safety Factor

As a spokesman for the culture

and sports department of

the

Ministry of Light Industry has reminded manufacturers,' "Some
sports equipment involves human
Iife and safety, and their production deserves the utmost care."
A case in point is the uneven
and parallel bar gymnastics equipment produced by Tianjin's Chunhe Sports Apparatus Factory.
Formerly it was made of wood,
which sometimes cracked unex-

Hand-stitched Gold Cup No. 5 soccer balls macle by the
Lisheng f'actory in Tianjin.

pectedly under stress. Now it is
made of fiberglass and reinforced
plastic. So China's "flying" gym*
nasts can bound and leap to the
Iimits of their strength without
worrying that their equipment will
let them down with a smash. The
same f actory has also made il,s
weight-lif ting equipment safer.
Weights are covered with thick
rubber, and the axles screw directly into the weights instead of being
held in place by a linchpin.
Both amateur and prof essional
athletes need specialized shoes of
all types, and this is another fastgrowing branch of the industry.
In addition to domestic sales.
China exported 2.7 million pairs
last year The Tianjin Sports Shoe
Factory (which sells over 90 percent of its products abroad) has
expanded its iine in just three
years from only 3 to 36 different
types of products in over 300 varieties and specifications
Overall, the sporting goods industry is basically meeting domestic needs and looking forward to
expanding its foreign markets. Its
annual output value is nor,r' 160
million yuan, and it exports 54
mlllion yuan worth of products. A
limiting factor is shortage of certai.n raw materials. "Even the cleverest housewife can't eook a meal
without rice," says Liu Diankun,
head of a Ministry department in
charge of sporting goods production, "and we can't expand production without proper materials.
It's one of our biggest headaches!"

n

Air brand badminton shuttlecocks are favorecl by many
Chinese athletes.
Photos by Xinhurt
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Mastering fldvanced Foreign Technology
XU ZHIYING
from Wesi Germany, are respeciively as high as a 10-story build-

n HINA'S biggest most advanced
\-,r steel rrilling mill complex, at

ing and with a floor space of
150,000 square meters. The hot
rolling strip steel mill, imported
from Japan along with a silicon

the Wuhan Iron and Steel Works,
is norv fully oper'ational. This proiect was controversial rvhen it was
f ir.st proposed in the early 1970s
because it was the largest metal-

Iurgical unit of its time

plating shop, is a kilometer in
length, its main workshop alone
more than 650 meters long. The

based

mainly on imported technoloply and

equipmeni, including advancecl
1.?-meter roilers. Some people still

equipment is high-speed' high-precision and automatically controlled
by 25 electronic computers. A
skilled, sophisticated staff of
technicians, workers and managers

he.ve questions, As someone who

knows the project well and has
u,orked in the iron and steei
lndustry for over 35 years. I'd like
to give my own views.

ivas required to handle such

Economic and Other Benefits

Wang IIona-tun

Between 1976 and 1978 China
had to import almost 5 million tons
of plain and silicon sheet steel and

zinc- and tin-coated plates, at

a

cost of US$l.32 billion.

From October' 1978, when trial
production started at the rolling
mii1, to the end of 1981 the complex has turned out 2.18 million
tons of sheet and strip steel
which would have cost more than
US$600 million to import. These
products are the raw materials for
the auto, electrical-machinery and
chemical industries, for construction, and for such light industrial

The benefits China

An olen'ies' ol' the new Wuhan

products as domestic electrical ap-

The mill is thus contributing
significantly to the country's

as the Phoenix bicycle and
Meiiin canned foods, which use the
mill's sheet steel, are also being
produced for export in greater
numbers, thus earning considerable
foreign currency for China.
-quch

XU ZHIYING is

an assistant chief
engineer at the Wuhan Iron and Steel
Works.
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gained,

however, cannot be measured in
figures alone. One of the original
questions aboui the mill was
rvhether our iron and steel personnel had the technical and managerial competence to handle it. The
continuous casting shop and the
cold rolling mill,. both imported

pliances. cans, enamelware, bicycles and steel furniture.
modernization and to people's improved living standards. Products

a

complex.

,rl,:1}

steel

The mill has broadened the
of iron and steel PeoPle
who had been separated from
developments in the outside lt'orld
outlook

for a long time, and enabled them
to see the technological gap be-

tvleen China's level and advanced
international levels. At the same
time, as the project took shape,
our people learned that they could
step by step master these new
methods. Today the rnill is completely managed and operated by
rolling mill.

Liu Lujiu

Chinese personnel who are confident of'their abilities and whose
knowledge will be of great help
in modernizing our steel industry.

A Roeky Road
When I graduated from the
Engineering Institute of. Southwestern Union University in 1945,
there was vir',tualIy no iron and steel
industry in China, and I and others
felt deeply frustrated at the lack
of opportunity to use our skills to
serve our country. After the 1949

In the 1970s, when Premier Zhori
Enlai and other state leaders approved the plan to import rolling
mill technology and equipment, the
gang of four were in power. They
branded any normal economic and
cultural contacts with foreign
countries as "national betrayal" or
"blind worship of things foreign."
Premier Zhou and others withstood
that pressure and confirmed our
plans.

But there were still doubts about
the project. Some people worried
that such imports contradicted our

principle of self-reliance, others
thought it was wrong to spen,d so
much money on such advanced
technology in view of China's
economic and technical state. Even
some foreign friends shared these
vtews.

As

I

see

it, the principle of self-

reliance and the import of advanced
technology should not be seen as

completely contradictory

but

as

complementing one another. There
is no question that we should stand

on our own feet in our efforts to
modernize, as the steel industry
has overwhelmingly done. But this
does not mean we'should close our
door and refuse any help from
outside. Today every country, inGuo Lei, a leam leader in the cold
rolling mill, works at his shop,s main cluding the advanced in'dustrial
control desk.
ones, must learn from other counXi,nhuo
try's strong points and supply each
needs.
liberation, I eagerly went to other'spurpose
The
of importing certain
northeast China to help build up
items
is
our nationto,
develop
the Anshan lron and Steel Works,
aI
economy.
We
need
to master
and in- 1956 was transferred to the
imported
technology,
take the
plant.
Wuhan
Thus I have taken
part in the construction of our two initidtive and use it to improve our
iargest steel bases so far, besides own industries. The Wuhan rolling
doing a short stint at the Pan- mill complex is a good example of
zhihua and Ma'anshan works. I a project that will transform our
have seen our industry conquer national steel industry, reduce our
problem after problem, to grow dependence on imports, and actualfrom tiny beginnings to its present ly increase our self-reliance.
As to the cost, it was indeed
state.
China's annual output of crude high. Four billio-n yuan was spent
steel today is 36 million tons, rank- on the entire project, and 53 pering her fifth in the world after the cent (equal to US$600 million at
Soviet Union, the U.S., Japan and then-current exchange rates) went
West Germany. But for years our for imported equipment and
rolling mill technology had re- technology. But last year the
mained a weak link" Output was Wuhan Iron and Steel Works
inadequate and quality low, and handed in to the state 404.93 millarge amounts of sheet steel had to lion yuan in profits and 118.73
be imported to fill our industrial mi.llion in taxes, the money
needs.
primarily coming from the rolling
34

mills. When our production reaches
designed capacity, it will save

full

China US$ 1 billion each year
formerly spent on importing steel
and profits will also increase by
a big margin. Simple arithmetic
indicates that the economic benefits far outweigh the initial costs.
As to the level of the imported
,

technology, we have clearly proved

that with good planning and a
concerted educational effort Chinese workers and technicians can

become advanced experts in a
fairly short period of time. The

imported equipment, in fact, was
only at the advanced level of the
1970s, and the industry worldwide
has moved on. Though clearly ali
imports have to take into account
the country's concrete needs and
conditions, I believe we should aim
always at fairly top-level technology in adopting foreign equipment.
Working and Learning

The failure or success of our
project ultimately depended on
whether we coul'd master its

advanced technology in a short
time, and froin the beginning rve
made detailed plans to train our
workers and staff. Construction
started in June 1975 (at its heightl
100,000 workers from all over the
country were busy on the site), and
even at that time we were sending
almost 350 veteran workers and
technical staff to be trained at
Japanese and West German fac-

tories. Shortly afterward

1,500

to colleges and
technical institutes and 2,600 to
people were sent

steel mills in other parts of China.

Another 5,000 were trained at the
Wuhan mill.ls old plants.
When construction reached the
stage of installing and debugging
equipment, those studying outside
werecalled back and dll were given
technical tests and assigned to
posts on that basis. When trial
production began, more tests were

given and some reassignments
made. Not many enterprises in
China have carried out such largescale, concentrated training. The
majority of the rolling mi71's 22,312
workers and staff are young people who just started work in 1975,
but they have become skilled hands
well able not only to handle their
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

The continuous casting shop.

Part of the 650-meter-long rolling line in
the hot strip steel rolling mill.

After being molded and cut in the casting shop, the billets
transferred to the hot rolling mill.

are

'I-he central control room of the highly automated

rolling shop.

hot

Cutting and bundling

the long strip into
sheets is the final Process in the hot rolling
mill.

Part of the cold rolling mill

production line. Its full
rolling capacity is 30 meters per second.
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Automatic tin coating maproducts.
Pltotos
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ll'(ut.q Honqxun

jobs but

to think

creatively and

exercize some initiative.
Young Yu Zhixiang was originally assigned as a 2nd-grade worker
in the continuous casting shop, but
through study and sustained effort
he earned a promotion to techni-

cian. Through experiment

he

worked out the best relationship
between temperature and drawing
speed in continuous steel billet
casting, thus improving the quality
of the shop's output. Guo Lei, now
an operating team leader in the
cold rolling mill, had only a junior
middle school edr.lcation. But he
took every advantage of his six
months' study in West Germany,
and during trial production he and
his team set records for output and
quality.

The cold-rolling mill alone

is
computers, and

controlled by 18
the project employs some of
the most sophisticated automatic
equipment in China. Thanks to
concentrated study, all the control
equipment is now overseen by a
team of 43 home-trained engineers
and technicians. One of them, a
returned overseas Chinese named
Zeng Chengxiao, has together with
his colleagues put into effect eight

separate technical innovations. Veteran engineer Yu Mingyan of the
hot-rolling mill overcame a power

shortage problem during the trial
stage, increased the rolling speed
to 900 meters per minute (the limit
set by the Japanese technicians)
and oversaw the conversion from
imported steel b.'.illets to billets

from our own Wuhan milI. He
has. won the particular respect
of the foreign specialists.
Our Foreign Friends
As chief representative for production on the Chinese side while
the project was under construction,
I had many contacts with representatives from Japan and West
Germany. Because of our longtime separation from the outside

world, when work began I and
others had little idea of new ad=

in steel technology there.
We also did not know how to deal
vances

with foreign companies. Under
of the gang of four and
their follqwers, we were always
nervous in working with or so-

pressure
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cializing with foreigners, afraid we
might be accused of having "improper relations." Our foreign co
workers themselves felt the gap
between us, and eould not understand it.
Things changed greatly after the
fall of the gang of f our'. We
became real colleagues and friends,
working together to solve common
problems. The foreign advisors did

their best to pass on their experience to Chinese workers and
technicians, and the relationship

was so warm that workers posted
slogans such as "Modestly learn

from the foreign experts!" (Some-

thing that would have

been

unthinkable during the "cultural

revolution.")

The building of the rolling mill
project truly embodies the ideas

and efforts of our foreign

co-

workers as well as our own, and
their concern for the project did
not end with their return home.

We communicate with one another
regularly, and they never fail to
ask about the current state of
different parts of the project and
the Chinese friends they made.

Past and Future Problems
Though basically the lolling mill
has been very successful, there
are still problems to be solved
before we can reach our ful]
designed capacity. Shortage of
power has been a headache since
the trial production stage. Some
have complained that this problem
was not carefully thought through
at the planning stage. In fact it
was considered, plans were drawn

up, and the Ministry of

it

does not produce enough ore to
meet the plant's smelting capacity.
Even with enough ore, the smelt-

ing operation does not supply
raw steel for the rolling
mills. A priority thereforq is
to increase the iron ore and
steel output of the whole works,
enough

partly through a complete renovation of the smelting furnaces. We
may also be able to get ore and
raw steel from mines and plants
in other parts of China.
Within the rolling miil, Lack of
experience in business management has been a handicap
as it
is in many Chinese f actories.
Advanced enterprises need advanced management of economic
affairs, maintenance and repair,
accident prevention and quality
control, and in these respects our
work is not what it should be.
Transportation of raw materials
and products also presents some
bottlenecks which r.,r'iil have to be
worked out in coniunctlon-with the
appropriate authorities.
Some mistakes were made in the

initial irnports of technology and

equipment. Experience showed us
that some of the imported items
could' have been made in China.
We were also not carefui enough
in adapting foreign construction
techniques to our own conditions.
A11 in all, we have learned from
our mistakes as well as our
achievements. The rolling mi1l itself, and the process of building
it. have both made enolmous contributions to our steel industry and
to the country's socialist modernizalion.
tr

Water

Resources and Electric Power had
started to build new facilities and

combine some .o1d transmission

Equipment for purifying air and wasto

waier.

Wono

Hotte:I:utt

lines. The problem remained serious
because of interference by the gang

of four and

some shortcomings in
our later work. Today most of ihe
early plans have been realized and
we are starting to draw power

from the

Gezhouba hydropower
station on the Changjiang (Yangtze), so in the future this should
no'longer be a difficulty.
' Two remaining
urgent.problems
are the supply of iron ore and
steel. The Wuhan Iron and Steel
Works operates an iron mine, but
39

Iuvenile Delinquency:
Salvaging Young Lives
YOU YUWEN

rftHBne IS MUCH LESS juvenile
I d,'linqr".,cy in China than in
many other countries. but it does
exist here. and for a time was
rising rapidly. In the past several
l,ears the government. professionals and ordinary people of all
kinds have launched a coordinated
effort to analvze and solve this
problem. which in China has its
ou,n particular hislory. causes and

available remedies
Causes

Chinese people often recail the
years fron-r the early 1950's to 1965
as a period r-lf very little crime,

iuvenile or otherwise. In

1965,

juvenile delinquents made up onlY
1.99 out oI every 10,000 young
people. They accounted for 38
percent of all climinal cases. BY
1979 the rate had risen to 5.7 Per
10,000 young people. The reasons
for the increase are intricate an'd
complex. involving the country's

political, economic and social
situation during that period. the
state of education and the effects
of domestic ideological trends and
foreign influences on young People's psychological develoPment.
Most of China's pr,esent deLinquents were born in the late 1950s
and early 60s, when the slogan
"the more people, the more
YOU YUWEN is a staff reporter for
China Reconstructs,

strength" was emphasized Thel
were part of the first Peak birth
rate 5leneration after the 1949
founding of the People's Republic
Many of the things necessary for
a child's pl'oper development economic and psychological security, discipline, a good education.
and adequate job opportunities
were to an extent sadly ).acking -in
their grorving-up years. which
overlapped largely with the "cultural revolution.''
During those peak birth-rate
years, economic development was
not keeping up with population
growth Lack ol' experience on
the part of the country's leadership caused mistakes in economic
plans and policies which had
serious consequences. Then the
"cultural revolution." beginning
in 1966. brought the national economy to the edge of collapse, and
a topsy-turvy situation emerged
in which many workers and peasants w.ere producing less because
of an ideology which pitted production against revolution. These
things naturally affected the lives
and thinking of growing children.
The educational system was also

in turmoil. For a time

lnside the library ot the Masanjia Retorm Farm in Liaoning
Il

ro\ I nc0.

some

schools closed altogether. Students
were .encouraged to struggle
"politicalIy" against their teachers. Those who studied diligentlY
were often criticized for lack of

Jiano

ShaotL:tr

revolutionary .spirit. while others
u,ho didn't woi'h but were quick
to shout high-sounding siogans
were praised as hc'rrte.s. ManY'
vetel-an ieaders. scholars and prc.rfessionals of all kinds were labeled
bad elements. while the smashand-.qrirb behaviol practiced b;'
some so-calied rebels r,r,'as touted
as revolutionary
Thele was a thlead oi hy.steria
throughout societv: ct'iteria f or
right and wrong wer-e ter.elsed.
and people's icleas f elI into
disorder Seiflshness and auarchism grew. and relationships became strained Under the pressure
oI events. some people tricd to do
oLhers down to protect themselves.
Since the fall oI the gang of four
in 1976. far-reaching changes have
taken place in political. economic
and social life. but o1 coulse the
bad effects of the previous period
cannot be wiped out over-night.
Those feudal practlces that staged
a comeback during the "cul.tulai
revolution" stil1 affect the thinking of some cadres. who have unfortunately got caught up in corruption and privilege-seeking. AIJ.
this confused the minds of many
young people Though many new
employment opportunities have
been created in the past several
years, a nurnber of young people
are stiil waiting for jobs. The scars
ieft on some youths' rninds by a

In a Shanghai labor reform camp, young women inmates
learn the discipline oI productive work and also acquire
Xilh urr
skills f or later lil'e.

trvisted moral and social education
have not disappeared.
And the new period has brought

its own difficulties. The greater
openness in r,elations with Ioreign
countries. for instance, in addition
to bringing in many beneficial and

advanced things from abroad, has
given some young peoPle distorteS

notions based on capitalist ideas
and bourgeois lifestyles.
Salvaging Young Lives
Just as the causes of juvenile

delinquency are complex, so the
to solving it have to

approaches

be many-sided. A coordinated
drive focusing on the PhYsical,

intellectual and moral welfare of
aLl children and youth is underway

(see "Children Are EverYone's
Concern" i.n our June issue), and
should do much toward develoPing a sound new generation. TheY
will also be growing up in a social
atmosphere very diff erent than
the one that exist,ed for the chiidren of the "cultural revolution.''
But what of those older Youth,
confused in their thinking and
disruptive in their behavior Patterns, who at their lvorst have
committed serious crimes and even
at their" best create severe head-

aches for their

f

amilies

and

nej.ghbors?

These young peopie are dealt
with at several levels. The Ministry of Education runs special reform schools for minor olfenders
in theii teens. Students enroll
voluntarily, with the consent of
their parents, rather than by court
order. With equal Parts aff ection and discipline, the schools
seek to restore the youngster's
otten damaged sense of self-worth,
instil good habits and realistic
thinking, and prepare him or her

Yang Ju (third lett), ehairwoman of a Harbin neighborhood commit(ee, lvork5
heart and soul to help young delinquents placed (emporarily under the supervixinhua
sion oI her committee'

to forced-labor relorm farms and
camps. Discipline is strict, and
inmates are expected to do productive work on a set scheduLe.
Though they are quite different
from the reform schools. sorhe of
their principles are the same
Teachers and supervisors take
seriously their tasks of identifying
and developing the good sides of
these "flowers of the motherland
who have been damaged by insect
pests." The aim is rehabilitation,

their motto is to be to the Youngsters like parents toward children.
like a doctor toward his patient,
Iike a teacher to a pupil. The inmate's personal dignit;r is respected. Cursing, striking or verbal
abuse are strictly forbidden.
In small ways the staff tries to
show them they are not social
outcasts, and that the staff is there
to hetp, not punish. Teachers
help therh cut their hair, mend
their clothes and take care of other'
problems. On important holidays.
always difficult times for young
people away f rom home. staf f
members regularly give up their
own family plans in ordel to spend

to be a functioning, integrated
member of society.
A regular academic program is
combined, in most instances, with
vocational courses that will be
useful to the student in hi.s tuture the time wi.th st,udents. The camps
life. There are now l2B such and farms have a number oI acaschools throughout the country. demic and vocational courses to
(The article "Reform School: No

tocks, Just Love" in this issue
describes such a school in detail.)

Those who commit more serious
offenses are sentenced by courts
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help students prepare for. future
jobs, and culturai.classes and activities to enrich their lives.
In one Beijing camp, teachel's on
duty sleep in the same rooms as

the students, and dormitories remain unlocked. Earning the trust
and affection of these young People, the staff believe, is the fir-st
step toward changing their thinking and behavior patterns.
Social SuPervision

Only a small portion of delinquents are sent to labor camps or
f

arms. About B0 percent

are

placed under temporary suPervision by neighborhood committees
or work units. Those released fr"om
camps or farms are also of ten
given such supervision for a time,
By 1981 some '10,000 special

supervisory groups had been
f ormed across the countrY. lt'ith

includit-tg
over' 200,000 members
- leaders,
neighborhood committee

police personnel, Youth

League

cadres, retired workers and teachers.. Many devote their spare time

to this work <.rut of concern f ol
the future oI these Young oIfenders.

The task is to help them to live
in a better way, and the n-rethods
used are education, gentle Persuasion and care. They are helped to

deal with problems in their iife
and work that might have led tc
their former transgressions, and to
meet new problems as theY arise.
Ezrch is treated as an individual
with his own needs and potentiai,
and committee members act as
+1

province, has patiently persuaded
factories and other units in her
district to take a chance on such
young people and give them a
job. She has also acted as informal go-between for those whose
past records create difficulties in
finding a potential marriage partner. Many of her young proteges
are now happily settled all around
the region, and they write her
frequently to tell her of important
events in their new lives.
Some factories are not only reIuctant to employ reformed young
delinquents, but also want to get

rid oI their own erring

young

have a dim tuture. The release
was a sign to everybo'dy that good
behavior would be rewarded.
Speciai neighborhood groups
which included family rnembers
were mobilized to ease the young
people's transition back into

society. Youth L,eague branches
in factories, and other group
member.s worked hard to arrange
optimal conditions at the youths'
work units. often getting model
workers to befriend the released
delinquents.

Young Fu Jinxiang. for instance,
was coming back to the Fushun
Transport Company No. 2. It u.as
arranged that he wouLd be assigned to the company's best transport
team, and the veteran team members welcomeci him, taught him,
and offered him personal guidance
and care. Today Fu is an active
and honest worker, respected by

Ilasketball match belween two groups workers. But there are also those
of inmates at a labor riform camp iu who fight this tendency. One of
Heilongjiang.
Fan Hongpeng
them is Han Shengde, an old
Party secretary of the Shanghai
"big brothers and sisters" to their Textile Machinery Plant No 1.
young charges.
Chen Rugan, a young worker in
In the Fuchunli neighborhood of Han's workshop, was detained for
Shanghai's Jingnan district there trial by the public security bureau all.
are five released delinquents. The for gambling. At the time. Han
Released delinquent Wang Baospecial group organized by the was iII and running a fever. but shan returned to the Fushun Laoneighborhood committee in 1981 he made the difficult journey to hutai Coal Mine. When the mine
to work with the young people visit young Chen.
formed a speciai team to experigradually gained their trust
He had a long talk with the boy. ment u,ith extra-thick coal cutthrough heart-to-heart tdks, by telling him that one mistake did ting, Wang was included in the
helping them find work and by not have to ruin his life, and that team. To live up to the trust
praising even slight signs of pro- he should turn over a new leaf piaced in him, he worked extra
gress. They were urged to join and get back to work as soon as hard. and a short time later took
study classes run by the commit- possible. Chen, really moved at the lead in averting a coal mine
tee to increase their chances of this gesture of support, promised collapse. Those who did not have
getting a good job. Eventually the to reform, and kept hi.s promise.
work units to go back to were
youngsters began to tieat the He is back at the factory, and has
to f ind temporary jobs
group members almost like become an active technical in- helped
until
they
could get permanent
adopted family, coming to them novator in the textile machinery
assignment; some were assisted in
for help whenever tltey encoun- industry.
starting their own small indivitered small difficulties.
dual businesses. Many now attend
An Early-Release Experiment
night
school or part-time courses.
Community Attitudes
In Fushun, Liaoning province.
Youth League branches also
A serious problem in integrating 151 inmates of a labor camp were organized all sorts of outings and
delinquent youth back into the released ahead of schedule and social activities for the released
community is the attitude of sent back to their old schools or youth, inviting them to lectures.
neighbors, potential employers and work units. The program had sports meets, movies and excursometimes even their own families. been worked out ahead of time by sions. Last March
Civic Pride
Some are prejudiced against them, the public s,ecurity bureau, the and Courtesy Month
the city
- organunwilling to beiieve they can ever Iocal Communist Youth League Youth League Committee
reform.
committee and the camp authori- ized the youngsters into service
Many supervisory group mem- ties. Those freed were one-time groups which cleaned up the city's
bers have taken the lead in offenders, had regretted their railway station and helped pasbreaking down community hostil- crimes, and had behaveQ well sengers. The secretary of the city
ity, convihcing people that a during their first six months at Party Committee joined the young
welcoming attitude can help com- the camp.
people to emphasize to them
plete the transformation of a
When the news was announced, and to the general public
that
- and
young delinquent, while a cold all of them, and other inmates as they had left the past behind
one may have the opposite effect. well, were excited and happy. started new lives.
Shao Yuhua, head of a police There is a tendency, especially
The rehabilitation program has
substation in Zhengzhou, Henan among first offenders, to feel they won enthusiastic support from
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the former delinquents and their
f amilies, and from many grassroots units. Fushun Public Security Bureau and the camp staf f

Reform School :
No [ocks, Just Love

made follow-up visits to the young
people a month after their release

to see how they were doing, to
in their new direction and to warn them about
encourage them

S. R.

backsliding. Today 90 percent of
the 151 youths have adjusted well;
34 have made outstanding progress, and two have been sPeciallY
commended. Only one committed a
second crime and was re-arrested.
Public Opinion and Concern
Officials at all levels have taken
the iead in reaching out to young

delinquents through personal
visits and talks, .and in publicizing
the need to reform and reintegrate them into society, Films and
plays have been made on the subject to give erring youngsters hope
and encourage people to take a

forgiving and helpful attitude
toward them. Performing troupes
have traveled to camps and farms
to entertain inmates and raise
their morale. To do research on
the problem and its solutions, the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences has established a special
Youth Institute.
Statistics from the Ministry of
Public Security show a decrease
in both general and youth crime
rates over the Iast few years. In
China's 18 biggest cities, including Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai, the crime rate dropped by
17.9 percent in the second half of
1981 compared

to the first

six

months. Nationwide in the first
three months of 1982, the rate
was down 12.5 percent as compared to the same period the year
before, with a drop of 15 percent

in Beijing and other large cities.

Undoubtedly part of the cause
is the greater public order in the
country. The economy, education
and cultural life are vastly improved', and many of the bad effects of the "cultural revolution"
have either been or are being eliminated. But a share of the credit
belongs to those professionals and
volunteers who have worked to
rehabilitate erring youngsters and
give them a second chance. tr
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The writer (left) talks with a student in the sewing workshop.

T T is 8:15 on a June morning as
I our bus rolls through the

western outskirts of

Beijing.
Aboard are about a dozen foreign-

ers of different nationallties who
work for foreign Ianguage publications and our interpreters. This is
intensely cultivated farmland, and
the peasants we see in the fields
move with the deliberate rhythmic
motions of those who live close to
the earth. A few cows graze peacefully, a woman feeds a pig, a large
dog at the roadside looks up as we
pass.

there are no signs of guards or'
other tight security.
Insidp, in a large reception room,
Director Xu and some of his staff
tell us about the school. It opened
in November 1978 under the auspices of the city Bureau of Education, and is one of seven such
schools in the ,city (down from nine
a year or two ago; juvenile delinquency rates have decreased, and
there is less need).

It takes students

from Beijing's Western District

and statistically, only 0.122 percent

of the Distriet's students

are

delinquent.

The School

We are on our way to visit a
reform school, and to some of us
the very name conjures up a
depressing image that contrasts

There are no locks or guards at
the gate because the students come

to the sehool voluntarily, with
their parents' consent. They are
often referred by their original
schools, where they have been
ehronic behavior problems. More

with the bright morning and than 400 young people have passed
scenes of ordinary life. We turn through the school since its openin to the school grounds and get ing, and 103 are here now-81
our first surprise. The gate is not
even closed, much less locked, and
S. R. is a French specialist working

with the etlition of China Reconstrucis
in that language,

boys and 22 girls. In age they range

from

12

to

18 (the usual minimum

is 13). One boy is 19. The youngest

girl is 14 and the oldest 18.
None have committed serious
crimes; those cases are handled
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through the court system. Mostly
their delinquencies fall into three
categories: brawling and fighting
(including some gang fighting u,'ith
dangerous weapons) ; theft, mostly
petty; and sexually promiscuous
behavior. The girls fali mainly in
the third category. while the boys
are about evenly divided among
the three types.

.d

6

'Flowers of the Motherland'

A key fact is that in

some

they are as much victims as
transgressors. Many of the girls,
for instance, were raped or seduced
at an early age by older men, and
sometimes blackmailed into providing sexual favors for the man's
friends. Many come from dissenses

tulbed, irregular f amily

back-

grounds. Some have been beaten,
Mrrst, when they first started to
misb,ehave. suffer-ed the scorn and
prejudice of neighbors and school
authorities. They became almost
outcasts, which in turn reilforced
their antisocial behavior and their
reliance on bad companions.
By the time they reach the
school. they are often tough and
sullen on the outside, but inside
they are deeply afraid and lacking
ln self-confidence. The stall is
trained to regard them not as
criminals but as "flowers of the
motherland'' rvho have been intected with blight. They are to ber
tleated with patient. loving care.
Through talks. and help with their
dail.v lives and their studies, tht:
teachers gain their trusi and take
every means to restore thelr selfesieem and seLf-confidence.
As their trust is gained. they are
graduaily encouraged to talk about
their mistakes, to the teachers and

their fellow students. Thi.s is a
slo',v and painf u1 process, but
eventuaily most do it. It is the
firsl step in analyzing their behavior and its causes. Helped by
the teachers. they come to understand that there are societal and
family causes as well as individual
and to realize the consequences of
their conduct for themselves and
society. They are shown that they

can reject the past and change
their rvay of lifd.
There are no sudden, magic
transformations. It is a long pro44

IlIost mornings ilre given over l,o standard nriddle-school subjects,

cess with frequent backsiidings.
Later, talking to a l4-year-old boy,
the visitors asked him why he was
at the school:
Boy: "Weli. I had some discipline
problems in school."
Teacher: "And ... ?"
Boy: "Oh yeah, and they caught
me breaking and entering "
Teacher: "Lrmmm...?"
Boy: "Axd I stole a pistol."
(Teachel and boy grin at one
another.)

They are asked to do.one good
deed every day. and praised for'

it,

Thus encouraged, by teachers

as well as older students who are
expected to help the newcomers
adjust. they start to form new be-

havior patterns. They are also
fererd n-rodels. Particularly ef-

of

fective are tormer gr'aduates of the

school who are doing weII and
come to talk to the students. Other
speakers are ref ormed criminals
whose crimes were much more
seriou.s than these youngsters'.
With these examples of people

who have built new lives,

the

.students begin to say to themsel.,,es. :'Why not me. too?"

Education and Discipline
The students take standard middle-school courses and vocational
courses which will be of practical
use ln later'life. There are sewing

and tailoring classes for the girls

and carpentry and
workshops

for the

electronics

boys.

One large loom displayed the
students' handiwork furniture
from the carpentry- shop and
articles of clothing from the sewing

room. Though the students on
duty in the room apologized for
the quality of the items, they

obviously took great pride in these
oi their own hands. The

creations

items are sold to the public (the
staff and their famiiies buy a good
number) and the money earned
goes to the fund from which
students are ar.varded monthly
bonuses (of three, five and seven
yuan according to their merits).
Some students use the money to
pay part of the l4-yuan charge
their families give to cover food
costs (otherwise, tuition is free).
The dormitories, though rather
spartan, are notable for their
neatness and cleanliness. This is
part of lhe students' responsibilities. Disciplinary rules ar-e strict.
Consistent discipline combined
with affection was lacking in many
of these youngsters' lives, and
most come to welcome it, to take
pride in exercising seif-discipline.
The official time limit on washing
and dressing in the morning is five
minutes; students usually try to
beat the time, and boast that they
have got it down to three minutes.
Results

The average stay at the school
is one and a half years, the maximum about two years. After this
students return to their regular
CIIINA RECONSTRUCIS

sichools o1', depending on age, enter

thc job market. Of the youngsters

u.ho have attended the school since
1978, abr",ut 3 5 have reformed and

are now leading normal lives: 1,,'5
have drme extremell, w'e11. and 20
have been admitted to the Communist Youth League. Only 1,5
have not responded to all the
school's efforts. Some have run
away before their term was up and
returned to their old habits.
These- rurraways and r.lthers who
do not respond were listed as one
of the school's major current problems. The staff is trying to find
new methods of coping with them.
School leaders also point out that
some teachers, though they work
very hard, Iack professional training. A few staff mernbers who
proved unsuitable tor this kind of
work werb transferred. A third
important problem was easing the
students back into society through
schools and jobs. Often they taced
discrimination, which would gradually have to be broken dorvn.
The school tries. but it is not easy.

'Red Flower'
In small groups, the visitors had
chance to talk with individual
students. One 16-year-r:1d girl
(whom we shall call "Red Flower")
blushingly admitted that she had
come to the school because she'd
had sexual relations with a number of boys. She'd also not attended her regular school for eight
months. She had once been a good

a

student, but when she was

14 came

uriCer the influence of an older
girl.
Red Flower's stay at the school
rvill shortly be up, but she doesn't
want to return to her regular
school. She wiil live at home and
come back here every day to work
and study. She now has better relations
her parents, but they
"vith
still don't
have full confidence in
her. Once, during a visit home, the
family discovered that 60 yuan
was mi.ssing and accused her of
taking it. She hadn't, as was later'
proved. but the situation was very
painful, and she credits a teacher
with helping her to deal with the
cr$ls.
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She would like to attend colle'ge
or study Japanese in a course offered by her district's cultural
center. (So tar 11 of the school's
graduates have taken college entrance exams, though none have
passed.)

A boy who has done very well
in the electronics workshop was
asked about his future. Was he
afraid of discrimination and hostil-

ity when he got out? He knew
he would face these things, he said,
but he shrugged them oft. He had

acquired a useful trade, as he
would not have done outside the
school, and that was the important
thing.

'Little

Tiger'

Another girl, 18, is a sturdy little
person, direct and forthright, with
a certain rugged individuality. We

shall call her "Little Tiger." When
she was very young, her parents
divorced and she went to live with
her father until he died in 1975.
He had exercised little discipline,
Ietting her go her own way, so
when she was sent to live with her
mother, who was quite strict, there
were many clashes. Her mother
had not seen her for years, and
showed little outward affection.
Little Tiger began to get into
trouble, and committed a number
of petty thefts. There were frequent beatings. She herself read
about the reform school in a newspaper, and asked her teacher about
it.
At firsi she was a discipline
problem, ready to fight everyone
in the school, but began to respond
to the warmth and affection she'd
not experienced elsewhere. She
now thinks of fellow students and
staff as her real family, though
relations with her mother have
improved, partly through the
school's counseling of both parties.
When the school bought sewing
machines last year and started the
tailoring course, she wanted to
join, but unlike many other girls

:*ii*q

In the electronics

"'1'*"^"

workshop.

Jan

Thnt

her term is almo.st up. To her
great delight. -she has been accepted as a school staff member,
and will be an assistant teacher in
the sewing workshop.
A story she told illustrates the

importance the government and
Party place on showing the stuand the general "public
dents
- are ,not outcasts, but es*
that they
sentially good people who can

reform with proper care. Last
March, during Civic Pride and
Courtesy Month, schools all over
the city took part in public service
projects. Students at this school
expected to get the dirtiest kind

of

assignment

vlew.

Instead

a

f

ar from

public

representative group

in front of
the Great Hall of the People. an

was chosen to clean up

awesome strucfure that symbolical-

ly

represents the highest level of
power and national unity. If that
honor were not enough, they were

had never sewed before. Her
mother mocked her "You'll
never learn to sew." But- she per

invited in afterwards for a talk
with officials of the Hall, who
showed concern about their lives
and gave them small gifts. The
impact on the students was immense. In Little Tiger's words. it
made all her past bad deeds seem
ridiculous and her future bright.

ther a pair of shoe-soles she had
made.' Like others, she does not
want to leave the school, though

station, a place where she can
renew herself before the long
journey of life.
tr

sisted, and soon brought her mo-

She now sees the school as a way
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He Paints Overseos
Chinese Homelond Scenes
qIU JI

THENG CHENGYANG's home of the Al]-China Federation of Repuning .county, turned Overseas Chinese, made

a-J town in

Guangdong province

is one of the

from which overseas Chihis is an overseas
Chinese family. So he understands
places

nese hail, and

_ex
Zhcng Chengl.ang.

Yang

\ew House in the Mountain \/illage

De

the great interest and feeling Chifor the places of
their family origin. Out of this
feeling. he has painted the landscapes of many such villages, and
in autumn 1981 under the auspices
nese abroad have

pairttino

bt1 Zheng Chenglqang

a

painting tour of a dozen places in
Guangdong and Fujian provinces.
The result was 120 landscapes revealing the special beauty and
new scenes of each spot. Exhibited
in Hongkong, Japan and Singapore as well as in China, Zheng
Chengyang's works have won
praise both at home and abroad.

There are ,plans to publish a
book of his overseas homeland

paintings.

pORN in 1939, he was fond of
l) 24 from childhood, and

studied traditional painting

in the

Beijing Academy of Art. He is
also a skilled cartoonist. Since

graduation in 1961 ,he has worked
in the Beijing Scientific and Edu-

s:".1_
rd

S.

cational Film Studio as an animated cartoon designer.
His film-making career has afforded him many opportunities to
visit the scenic spots of south China. Neruu House in the Mountain
Village, a landscape he created
when he went to work on a film
about the life of minority nationalities in Yunnan province, was
chosen for the First Landscape
and Bird-and-Flower Paintings
Exhibition in 1977.

f[lS landscapes, in the traditional
-fl lnt and wash technique. are
characterized by fresh, tively iines

and unusual composition. For a
period during the "cultural revolution" he found himseif tending
water buffaloes in Hubei province.
He had pienty of time to observe
them, and buffaloes, a frequent
par! of the south China landscapes, became one of his
specialties.
tr
QIU JI, an overseas Chinese now living
in China, is a poet and painter and
serves as advisor to the Beijing
Language Institute.
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Queshi Island, a famcus scenic spot at Shantou, Guangdong province.
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Morning at the Reservior.
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Buffalo by Zheng Chengyang, boy by Fan Zeng.

Li Yuan, the traditionalstyle residence and garden
built by an overseas

.i
:.u

!:i

Chinese and now open to

the public.

Ao Yuan, burial spot of
Tan Kah-kee, a patriotic
overseas Chinese, in Jimei,

his home town

near

Xiamen, Fujian province.
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Buildens of Gezhouha,
Chima's Biggest Power Slte
DENG SHULIN

\fISITORS to the magnificent
V Gezhouba wa.ter control project on the Changjiang (Yangtze)

River near Yichang, Hubei province, are always ilnpressed. It is
hr-rge-the largest, such project to
be designed and constructed by
China.+ But after this reporter
came in contact with its builders.
I realized that they are the true
giants.
Nearl.y 50,000 engineers, workers
anti administrators now work at
the site around the cLock. It is their
heroic efforts
their disregarci for

personal safety

or gain,

their

tenacity and resourcefulness in the
face of riifficulties, and the common

will to build up their country that has made Gezhouba possible.

The Teehnical Force
On the night of January 3, 1981,
work was in full swing on the cofferdam (a temporary dam to hold
back the river's fiow while perma-

nent structur€s w.re completed).
In oqly 16 hours the 200-meter gap
had been narrowed dolvn to 100

meters. Although the pent-up waters rushed through with great
f orce. the work was proceeding

smoothly. Model

experiments,

however, had shown that this last
section would be the most difficult
stage.

Worksite headquarters caLled an
emergency meeting. Should they
go ahead in one sustained effort or

stop for more tests and studies?
Deputy ehief , engineer Yue Rong-

shou and some others thoughl; there
was nothing to be gained technicalIy by slolving dolvn; boldness was

cal]ed for. \{inister of Water Conservancy (now Minister of Water
Resources and Electric Power)
Qian Zhengying accepted the rlsk
and gave the or<ler to go ahead.
* For more on Gezhouba, see "Building the 'Imposs'ible' Dam," October 1981
CR and "The Gezhouba Dam Project
Ed.
Stage Two," October 1982.
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A little rain never bothers Secretary Zhao Kaiwu (right) of the Construction
Bureau Party Committee; actirg bureau chief Deng Manfu (seconrl left); and
deputy chief engineers Yue Rongshou (left) and Guo Dingming (sec-onal right).
trluang Jifa.

The work was both delicate and
difficult, but next day the gap was
closed. Snow began to lall on the

night of the 4th. If they had
hesi.tated any longer. it might have
delayed the entire project and scut-

tled the plan to begin navigation
and power generation in 1981.
Yue Rongshou, 58, graduated
lrom Sichuan University in 1948.
After new China's founding in 1949
he took part in the- construction of

plan for getting the first stage of
Gezhouba ready one year eariier
ihan originaily envisaged. Soon
after its cornpletion, it safely
withstood the test of a flood crest
reaching ?2,000 cubic meters per
testimony to the high
second
quality-of planning and construction.
Cooperative Effort

big flood waters on the Changjiang
menaced the city of Wuhan, Yue
and his colleagues devised special
rafts which mitigated the force of

"I am only part of the collective
that built the Gezhouba project,"
said Yue Rongshou to this reporter, "I only did my bit." Yue is
modest. but there is truth, in his
disclaimer. The project presented
many knotty problems involving

drawing up a timetable and master

DENG SHULIN is a staff reporter for
China Reconstructs.

many water projects and accumu-

lated a wealth of practical experience. In 1954. r.l'hen unusually

the waves pounding the dykes.
It was he who lecl the work of

to

siltage, geological strata, reduction

of flow

momentum, manufacture

and installation of generating units
and navigation.
More than 120 units nati.onwide

participated in preliminarv discussicrns and plans, and over 100 na-

tional conferences lr,'ere held. Thus
Gezhouba is the product of extensive socialist cooperation and the
crystallization of the collective wisdom of countless experts, engineers
and technicians. During construction, many crises were overcome
through the joint efforts of on-site
technicians and worke6. Some
3,400 major technical innovations
are credited to the project since
L974, and these have helped substantially to speed construction.
Apart from Yue, other veteran
specialists include the renowned
"two Caos": deputy chief engineer
Cao Le'an, in charge of design, and

deputy chief engineer

Cao

Hongxun, in charge of construction.
The mainstay of the technical force
here are the younger scientists and
technicians trained after the founding of the new China. Chen Xiae
lin, who graduat€d from th-e Beiiing Institute of Geology in 1959, is

now deputy chief engineer in
charge of quality inspection.
Twenty years of work in her field
have honed her abilities to a fine
edge. She can take any piece of
bedrock and, with a tap of what
people have called her "magic
hammer," correctiy describe its

type and characteristics.

The

workers trust her judgement and
feel more at ease about their
work when she comes around
Which she often does, getting
her clothes as wet. and muddy as theirs. "Away frorn the
worksite a quality inspection engineer has nothing to say professionally," she often remarks.
The Construction Force

If

the blueprints of the Gezhouba

project were drawn up by scientists and technicians, it is the
workers who turned those plans
into a mighty dam with their intelligence and hard work.
Zhau Jikang, veteran section
chi.ef at a maintenance plant, leads
'"vho spqciaiize
in shifting heavy equipment and

a gang of workers
50

Carpenter Chen Guangzhou. lvho has
upgraded his technical skills fhrough

self-study.

Xiong

Gouslr.u

whose services are much needed at

Gezhouba. Zhou ai-ra his team
have consistently completed assignments with flying colols, in
spite of personnel shortages, narrow tirne limits and difficult iobs.
He has earned several awards and

the nickname "iron man."'
In the winter of 1981, just before the river's flow was cut, Zhou
was given two months to dismantle
12 huge electric shovels on the left
bank, transport them to the right
bank and reassemble them.

it wouid take 24 workers
to move only one machine.
Zhou had only 12 men, but 30
years of experience behind him.
Zhou spiit his team into groups so
that two or three electric shovels
could be dismantled and assembled
at the sarne time. ingenuity, hard
work and good coordination from
other w<,rrk sections helped them
complete the job ahead of
Normaily
18 days

schedule.

With - older rvorkers setting an
example and giving guidance, the
16,000 young workers

are making

rapid progress. Nlany complicated
iobs are now being given over to
them. The huge ship lock No. 2
ranks technically among the most
advanced in the wor1d" Each of its
gates, 34 meters high and weighing
600 tons, is welded together from
ten separate sections. The work
had to be precise and flawless.
The job was assigned to 24 young
welders, including 7 women, ied. by
a technician just out of college.

'Jron IlIrn' Zhou Jikang (left) and members of his crew shift heavy equiprnent,
Xinhua

The design calied for a tolel'ance
of 5 mm between the gates; they
achieved a tolerauce of less than
2 mm.

Wang Zhan, a young woman of

forceful character, is known for
her tireless energy. In ApriJ 1980
her grouting team No. 4 was assigned the job of drilling holes in
rock to anchor reinforcing bars.
Ail the men were on other assignments, and by tradition only they
handled pneumatic dril.Is. The
team Leader was at his wits' end
when Wang asked, "Why shouldn't

women be a1lor.l ed to handle
them?" With that she grabbed a
drill and set to work. Her hands
sweiled, her shoulders ached from
the vibration. Weariness showed

in her bloodshot eyes. But she
kept on until the work was done,
Wang Zhan has not only grit but
brains. In the last few years she
has learned to do many types of
technicai work, and does them
well.

'You Need Many Skills'
Noi long after young carPenter
Chen Guangzhou arrived at the
dam site, he was sent to work on
the shiplock's hoist tower. He and
his tearnmates could not read the
blueprints, however, and on the
first day got nothing done. "This
left b 'deep impression on me,"
says Chen. "I realized that building modern hydroelectric projects
calls Ior rnore than just willingness to work hard. You have to
CIIIN.{
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arduous vocation. TheY Picked uP

their extensive

prr.>fessional know-

ledge through persistent self-study,
by iaking lessons from technical

experts

studied

geologY
on

-ZhaoXiaoiin and
with Chen
-

construction sites.
The leading cadres staY close

t<:

the grassroots and share weal and
woe with the rank and file. This
applies not onlY to Younger cadres

such as Zhao Kaiwu aud Deng
Manfu but even to 62-Year-old
deputy bureau chief Zhang Shizhong, a veteran Communist PartY

lVang Zhan, rvho doesn't see rvhY wotnen €ar't rlo as much as men.

Chen Xiaolin. deputy chief engineer
tor quality inspection, in d rare rnornelrt at her desk rather than on the
Xiong Gaushu
site.

learn a lot of skills, too." He borrowed books ori drafting and other
sub;ects and sought advice from

did you attend?" Deng Manfu told
his skeptical visitor that he was a

Xiang Goushu

older workers. His efforts Paid
off, and by passing an examination 18 months later he uPPed his
technical grade level.
Chen Guangzhou concerns hint-

seif with his Young teammates.
Wang I{uanchao, for instance,

coukl not find himself a girlfriend
because he had a rePutation as a
shiftless worker. When he finally
did find one, she droPPed him
when she heard he'd been criticized
at rvork. Chen encouraged Wang
to study hard and show more concern for the collective. With his

he1p, Wang's behavior changed'
He was Punctual for work 'and
volunteered for the heaviest and
most difficult jobs. And his girlfriend. came back to him.
The engineering bureau has set

up many sPare-time

school'q,

secondary technical classes and
even a college-level technical
school to irain the Young workers
in professional skills and soeialist
ideals. A club for Young PeoPIe
provides entertainment and sports
facilities.

'

Leaders and Managers

In

1979 an American hYdroelecdelegation visited Gezhouba
and one of the visitors said to
Deng Manfu (then dePuty bureau
chief, now acting bureau chief):
"You have quite a job directing
such a big project. What college

tric
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middle school graduate and had
never been to college. His "higher
education" had been in the water
conservancy projects on which he'd
worked for over 20 Years.

Zhao Kaiwu, 54, is an old friend
and colleague of Deng's' Around
Gezhouba he is 'known as the
man who organized anci directed
the construction of the sluicewaY,
a key component of the Project.
The timetable was extremeiY tight
and the fask comPlex, involving 17
different units and a huge work-

besides his organizational skills, Zhao has the abilitY
to mobilize a strong collective
leadership and to engage the
enthusiasm of workers and technicians. The job was comPleted on
schedule. Then vice-chief of the
construction bureau, Zhao is now
secreiary of the bureau's Party

force. But

committee.

A native oI

Shandong province,

Zhang sPends much of
his time at the worksite, living and

*"*L"t.

taking his meals there, with
clothes mud-sPattered and Perspiration-soaked like any other
worker. The workers nev'er adhim by rank, but fondlY as
Zhang."
"OId
In ihe earlY stages of the Project

<Jress

when conditions were particularly
tough, he put uP for a night with
two other peoPle in a grass hut so
small that his iegs stuck out from
one end. It snowed that night, and
to this day his legs still give hiin
trouble.
Many cadres at Gezhouba have
devoted themseh,es heart and soul
to the project. As Deng Manfu
says, "People usuallY run for
shelter when it begilrs to rain, but
here it's the other waY round people run for the worksite because heavy rains mean danger
and a light rain is good for Pouring
concrete."

Zinang Shizhong himself never
well unless he first makes
his evening round of the worksite'
Zhao Kaiwu once got uP in the

sleeps

middle of the hight to answer a
call of nature and decided impulsively to go down and see how
the sluicegate construction was
proceeding. His rvife, discovering

in 1948
as a mernber of the Peopie's
Liberation Army and stayed to his disappearance, had a few
work in the western Part of anxious hours until he found time
Zhao came to south China

Hubei province. Deng, five years
younger, was 16 when his native
Wuhan in the same province was
liberated in 1949. IIe soon joined
the ranks of the revolution. Both
he and Zhao were sent to rvork on
the Danjiangkou water conservancy
project in western Hubei in the
1950s and conceived a liking for
this highly creative, although

to call her next morning from the
worksite.
The second stage t.rf construction
at Gezhouba is now in fuLl swjng,

but the buiiders are

alreadY

making plans for"the future' TheY
are setting their sights on completing with their own hands the even

grander Three Gorges Project
L
upriver from Gezhouba.
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Fishermert Net ffCIod, [i,f$
WANG 1VEIZHONG

N JUNE o! this year rhc
rI government of Fujian prov_

ince on the southeasi coast cited
the Haixing fishery brigade for
greatly developing ocean fishing
and improving the lives of its people. A trip to Haixing highlights
some ol the reasons for its prtis_

Thc Haixing brigade motorized junks lined up arvai[ing the fishing

season'

perity.

brigade's income has increased
over the years. the tradition of
saving large -sums to reinvest in
productive facilities has been kept
up. Today 45 percent of the brigade's total income, and 55 percent of the money earned for production over -qtandard quotas, is
carmarked Ior. the accumulatinn
fund.

The brigade no longer depends
fishing. There is a shiPvard rvith over 20 staff members
to build and repair fishing boats.
It used to take a year to make one
rnotorized junk rvith a ioading capacity of 80 tons; the shipyard ha.s
now reduced the time to four
months. Near the yard is a repair
and spare parts workshop for fishing equipment, which can handle
.iust on

Party secretary Lin Chunguan (left) mending nets rvith lishermen

Saving for Reinvestment

The brigade's solid economic
base is visible from the figures
and charts displayed in lts exhibition room. Its public accumulation tund has grown from 30,000
yuan in 1955 to 4.2 million today.
The brigade started with six small
wooden saiiboats. and today has
22 moloized junks equipped with
fish detectors, direction finders
and ship-to-shore radios,

Early in the

1960s brigade leaders

reaLized r"hat they
would have to change from sail io

and members

News Agency.
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net-making and repair workshop.
All-Round Benetits

modern rnotorboats if they rea1ly
wanted to increase their catch.

but just two of the

motorboats

then cost about 100,000 yuan. The
fishermen discussed the situation,
and volunteered to donate all their
wages to the brigade's accumulation fund for three years, mean-

while supporting their f amilies
through household sideline pro-

duction.
WANG WEIZHOI{G is a reporter for
the Fujian province bureau of Xinhua

a-nything from a tiny part to a
giant 1.4 meter propeller. The
brigade also has its own spinning,

By

1965

the brigade was able to

buy 10 motorized fishing boats
with the money saved, As the

If the exhibition room

offers

paper proof of the brigade's pros-

perity, a tour of the village's residential area provides concrete

evidence. New, spacious housing
visible on every side. Typical
are Lin Baoguang and his family,
consisting of his wife, four children and old mother, who have a
new six-room hcuse. (Lin is an
engineer on a fishing junk of production team No. 9, and his wife
is a cook on the same boat.)

i.s
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Their home is simply but comfortably furnished. A light and
unusual touch are the floors.
which are painted in sky blue,
apple green or cream. The familY

owns an electric f an and, as a
young son of t[e family volunteered, a 14-inch color T\r which stays
locked in a cupboard most of the
tj.me lest the children "mess it up''
white the parents aren't around.
Consumer items such as wristwatches. bicycles and radios are
very common among brigade
f

amiLies.

The brigade's collective weltare
fun<i is also in very good shaPe.
This year 120,000 yuan was sPent
for pipes and equipment to suPPlY
the brigade's 355 households with

running water, and

another

200,000 yuan was recentlY set aside

for new school facilities and tn
for fishing boats that are a\.vay from
purchase a dozen TV sets

shore for long periods. Kindergarten and primary schools are tuition-free, and 96 percent of the

brigade's school-age children at-

tend. A pension plan supplies
every retired worker with an income of about 300 yuan a Year,
and when brigade members pass
away the famiLies are given 280
yuan for funeral and burial expenses.

Leading by Example

A common saying aroun'd Haixing is, "If you think oi the brigade as a fishing boat, then our
pilot is Lin Chunguan." Lin, now
45, has been a fisherman from
childhood and Party secretary of
the brigade since 1960. He believes
that a ieader's place is where the
productive work is going on
in this case, out on the fishing
boats.

He has made a habit of joining
in turn the teams where incnmes
and work efficiency are low in or'der to help solve iheir prokr}ems

and develop new working methods. Thus, over fhe years] he and
his family have belonged to t-oams
No. 3, 6, 8 and 9. When No. 9,
with his help, increased their cutput to hold first place among the
NOVEMBER
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other teams, the members wanted
to give hirrr 6,000 yuan as his share
of their profits the salary of an
€ngineer.

-

Lin refused, accepting only the
3,500 yuan income that rvas the
average for team cadres. People
say that if he'd paid attention to
his o'"vn interests throughout his
career instead

of the

brigade's,

yuan richer. To
those who've calied him fooiish.
he replies, "f'm a Party member,
and I was blought up by these
villagers. I'11 be really happy only

he'd be

30,000

when everyone in the brigade becomes prosperous."

Under Lin's leadership, brigade
members have learned to think
not just of their own intelests. but
of the collective and national u,elfare. Over the past 17 years 98.7
percent of t,he brigade's output
has been sold directly to the state.
In 19?9 the county assigned them
a quota of 750,000 kilos of fish to
be sold to the state. an amount
they overtulfilled by 250,000 kilos.
Keeping the Brigade Honest

In recent year.s smuggling and
other irregular activities have become a serious problem along the
coast, and Lin Chunguan and other
l,ocal leaders helped draw up strict
regulations to marke sjure that
their brigade stays honest. First,
no brigade member is to have any
dealings with smugglers. Second.
team members are not ailowed to
take out to sea even their own
private radios, TVs, and cassette
recorders. The reason for this is
that local people, through relatives abrcrad or othcr means, can
sometime,s get such things more
cheaplv -than they are available in
other parts of the corrntry, and
then resell them at a profit when
the fishing boats stop at, other
ports. Ttre rule is meant to
eliminate such dealings.
Last March, the rules were
tested. Out at sea, teams No. 5
and ,9 encountered a dozen smugglers' boats whlch quickly surrounded them. The smugglers
tried to strike a deai part of the
tearns' fish in exchange
for a
number of TVs and radio-cassette
recorders. But the fishermen re-

fused, their spokeman

saying,
"These fish are collective property,

and we don't have anY business
for you. So just take Yotlr stuff
and get out of here."
Not long after the regulations
went into eff ect, the PrinciPle
that rr,ries must apply to everyone
also faced a test. The husband of
Lin Chunguan's cousins. who
of a former brigade leader. took his radio-cassette
recorder along when his boat went
to the Bohai Gulf to catch lobster,
He had no intention of trying to
sell it, and when he was discovered most of the brigade leaders
thought he should be let off with
a severe reprimand instead of the
100 yuan fine that the rules called
for. Lin insisted that the rules
had to apply to everyone, and particularly to anyone connected with
the leadership. Otherwise, people
would lose all respect for rules
and leaders alike. The man had
u
to pay the fine.
one of

was also the son

Retirerl brigade members colleea their
pensrons.

Part oI the new resiilential

section.
Photos lty Li. Kuiyuan
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Fighting Liver Cancer in Qidong Gounty
LU ZHENIIUA
Qidong county is o clossic cose of medicol detective work. Alerted

by figures showing on unusuolly high incicience of liver concer in this county
in Jio.ngsu province on the eost coost, medicol workers hove not only estob^
lished o method of eorly diognosis which hos soved mony lives, but olso
identified some "culprits" in the form of environmentol couses thot con
be reduced or eliminoted.

Their work is in the finest trodition of Chino's heolth core service,
in line with the

which ploces greot emphosis on prevention, ond very much
ideos ond methods of mony concer' experts worldwide.

IX)ETWEEN l95B and 1976, the
D 6e11sl11y rate Irom natural
causes among Qidong county's
1.09 million people declined from
8.62 per thousand to 5.87 per
thousand. Ar; the same time.
however, deaths from malignancies

from 0.57 per thousand
of which 40
percent were due to cancer of the
increased

to

1.27 per thousand,

liver.

Countywide Surveys

By ttrat time, county

medical

people were already weil aware of
the problem. The first general
survey on the disease had been

launched

in L972 through the

of county and
provincial health departments,
cooperative efforts

with help from Shanghai and Beijing. In six months more than

700 local medical workers (divided

into specialists on

pathology,
genetics, immune sy$tems, diagno-

sis and therapy) visited aII the
county's towns and production
teams, giving phy-sical exams to
every inhabitant over 16. They
studied all the cancer and mortality cases from 1958 through 1971
and established a recording and
reporting system to provide data
for the county's new Liver Cancer

try to isolate environmental causes. Anti-cancer drugs
were researched and trial-

organisms to
produced.

Since 1972, surveys have been

carried out annualIy, and the
results have been striking. There
is now a clear picture of the incidence of liver, stomach, breast
and lung cancer in the county. Between 1972 and the present, for
instance, there have been 5,400
cases of liver cancer, an incidence
rate annually of 0.53 per thousand.

More than half the sufferers are
men, and some cases show signs of

a marked hereditary

influence.
Some patients are as young as 20
(an unexpected discovery). The
incidence rises sharply in the 40-50
age group and then declines.

Remarkable progress has been
in detecting and treating

made

liver cancer in its early stages and
identifying enrzironmental causes.
Early Diagnosis
Because liver cancer in its earlY
stages has no symptorns percePti-

ble to the patient, eariy diagnosis
has always been difficult. By the
time a sufferer feels pains in the
liver, a lurrp in the abdom,en or
general debility, it is often too late
to save his life. After years of
study the county's Liver Cancer
Research Institute, with help from
the Chinese Academy of Medical
Sciences, Shanghai Medical College No. 1 and other units, developed a simple diagnostic test
irrvohring the presence of AI'P in
the blood.
AFP is a substance produced in

the livers of newborn babies;
production stops when they are
about three months old. For some
also
reason, a malignant
'AFP. liver
starts to give off
"This iest
is sensitive, accurate and simple,"
says Dr. Zhu Yuanrong, vicedirector of the county Liver Cancer
F"esearch Institute, "and it costs
only 3 cents per person to admi'ni-

Interviewing local residlents tor a general sur.vey on liver cancer conducted by
Qirlong county,s

Liver Cancer Besearch Institute,

Research Institute.

The work was also extended to
in order to clar'ify
the geographical distribution of
Iiver cancer. Tests were made of

adjacent areas

the local f ood, water supplies,
soil, climate, plants and animal
LU ZIIENIIUA is a reporter for
ple's Daily.
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ster, so it's very suitable for large-

surveys." In 1977 a county
survey of 637,000 people turned up
213 cases of liver cancer, 76 percent of them in early, treatable
scale

stages.

peanuts as quickly as possible and
store them properly to prevent
the growth of fungus, and to add
more salt to pickled vegetables to
prevent mold and rot. Because
Aspergil,Ius orAzae cannot easily
be seen with the naked eye, med-

' In the decade since 1972, over
200 partial surgical removals of ical workers frequently visit
the liver have been performed, enabling 58.49 percent of the patients
to survive at least one year after
the operation, 32.20 percent for at
least three years and 26.66 percent
for five years or more. Various
anti-caneer drugs are also used.

Over 30 percent

of the patients

treated ','r,ith drugs now survive at
Ieast a year after diagnosis (the
rate was only 5 percent in 1972)
and about 100 people are still alive
after three years. In the past few
years the incidence and mortality
rates foi liver cancer, instead of

rising, have stabilized and even
show a slight downward trend.
The county's suecess was commended at a national conference
on science and technology and has

attracted attention from cancer
experts around the world. In 1979
the county research institute re-

ceived an international award for

their work from a

prestigious
in New

peasant homes to make sample
tests, and corn and peanuts are
careful).y screened before processing.

Vaccines are given against hepatitis, and those who do contract
it are treated in isolation to prevent spread of the disease. A1l
blood donors are scre€ried so that
liver disorders are not passed on

^a'.

Examining blood samples

search institule laboratory,

in the re-

in this woy, and f oqd service
workers are immediately transferred if they show signs of being
infectious.

Many small rivers and streams
cross the county, but most are

either polluted or slow-moving,
which encourages the growth of
harmful bacteria. The county
government and production , brigades have allocated funds to help
the peasants dig 130,000 new wells

to improve the quality of the
drinking water. Some better-off
communes have now equipped
their households with running

A commune hospital doctor collects a
corn sample from a peasant householJ
water from weltrs.
to test it for Aspergillus oryzae"
The county's health care network is now geared to prevention,
Tracing the Causes
early diagnosis and treatment of
Traditionally, people in the liver cancer. At the top level is
county believed that the leading the county hospital and the Liver
causes of liver cancer were local Cancer Research Institute, which
parasitic diseases, alcoholism and now has 50 beds of its own, permalnutrition. Survey researchers, forms liver resections and other
however, have pinpointed some forms of treatment, and conducts
specific carcinogenic substances ino the yearly surveys and other spethe area Aspergilltts orAzae, a cial research projects. The institute
type of fungus
that grows on corn also wbrks closely with speciaiand peanuts; the ammonium ni- ized medical personnel at the
trate produced when pickled commune hospitals and brigade
foods become contaminated; ancl clinics on grassl'oots work. Com4***
various water pol).utants. Hepa- mune hospitals keep records of
titis B, a liver disorder, is also everyone who has had even the
now believed to be a predisposing slightest liver cornpiaint, or other- Renroval of aflccted parts of thc livcr
factor for liver cancer.
wise might be susceptible, and is one method of treating liver cancer
Brigade clinics across the they are given regular check-ups. patients.
county, guided by commune- and
The incidence of liver cancer in
county-level medical personnel, Qidong county is still higher than killer disease, and everyone is
educate the peasants on preven- in other areas, but people here confident that it will eventually
tion methods and lead drives to are no longer so pessimistic. Re- be brought completely under
tr
eliminate environmental causes of sources and specialists have been control.
the disease. Commune mernbers concentrated in a step-by-step All phatos lrom the Liuer Caneer Reare urged to haryest corn and scientific struggle against this search lnstitute, Qidong County

cancer research center
York City, U.S.A.
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4,0CI0 Years

of Chinese Money

WANG LIANZHOU

,.r HINA is the birthpiace of
L prp". money and cne of the
4,000-year history of her turrency,

eal bei [, derived from the character for shell.*
With the deveJ.opment of commodity production, the number of
shells available, particularly in

since liberation held last May and

-circulated in the last

earliest users of metal coinage. The

rare and beautiful relics of

the

many of them unearthed after
Lying hidden for thousands of.
years, were displayeci in the first
f ull-scale numismatic exhibition
June

ai the Museum of

Chinese
History in Beijing. They can also be

seen in a iavishly-printed colorplate book covering the main items
in the exhibition put out by the
Xinhua Pubiishing }Iouse (at present only in Chinese). The 10,000some items are witnesses from
over the centuries of the rise and
fall of dynasties, of the processes
of development of various ki.nds
of currency, and economic conditions of their time.

From Shells to 'Implement' Coins
Cowrie and tortoise shells, pearls
and pieces of jade are known tn
have been used as tokens of exchange befclre the Shang dynasty

(16th-11th century B.C.) and to
har.e come into wide use during
that time Even today, Chinese
characters connected with the idea
of value or wealth carry the radiWANG LIANZHOU is on the stafl of
the People's Bauk of

a mint under
China.

were three kinds of brorrze coins:
spade-shaped. knife-shapecl and
round.

h-on tools, already in wide use
during this period. were highlY
desj.rable and actual implements
became a medium of exchange.
Later, smaller bronze replicas of
them served this purpose. TheY

places far from the coast, could
not meet the need. Replicas of
shells made of bone and of bronze
China's earliest metal money
years of the
Shang dynasty. The State of Chu
which existed 770-221 B.C. in the
mid-Changjiang (Yangtze) River
valley used a bronze shell replica

represented various types of tools
used in the states of Qin, Han and
Wei, all on the centraL plain where
people engaged mainly in farnring.

The biggest bronze spade coins
measured 4-5 inches }ong and
weighed 30-40 grams, the smallest.
5-6 gm. I-ike their iron originals,
the earliest spade coins still had
a cylindrical socket where the
spade handle woul'd have fitted.
Later spade coins had a flat, solid

with an "ogre-face" design. Another kind with an irrscripti.on

resembling the body of an ant (yi)
or a nose (bi) came to be knovr'n as
the yibi coin. Chu also had gold
currency, a large flat slab of gold
scored so that for lesser transactions it. could be brrcken into
smaller pieces. These could be
called China's earliest true coins.

head.

In the states of Qi and Yan
along the northeastern' coast.
where people lived more by fishing

By the Spring and

Auturnn
U70-476 B.C.) and Waruing States
(475-22I B.C.) periods metal money

and hunting, knives becanre a
ol exchange and the pro-

medium

of varlous types had

come into
wide use. The growth of agriculture and handicrafts and a ,more
speci{ic division of labor made possible a greater varietl, of products,
thus expanding comrnodity production
but demanding more
money.- This wider use of metal
coinage marked the adveat of
a real money economy. There

.

totype for coins. Most spade and
knife coins bore the name of the
place where they were made. China
is the only place in the world
where such "implement" cc,ins are
known to have been used.
Round coins with a hole in the
middle, thought to have evolved
* Some

gui

"1o€

of them are coi fiy'
jion [l

(expensive) and

(wealth),
(ct]eap).

'Ying yuan' gold ingots could be broken up into coins. This one (State of Chu. ?70221 B. C,), excavated this year in Jiangsu provi,nce, is the largest so far fould in
China
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The new iron tools became

lls.

an exchange medium.
Early (8th-5th century
China's
y

-real
bone
reinto use

B.C.) spade coin still has
handle socket. Minted at
Anzang (now Zhengding,
Hebei province).

ntury B.C.

I

Flat miniature spade minted 257 B.C- za
Anyang (in today's llenan province),
State of Qin.

Three-holed flat spade coin minted 3rd
century B.C., State of Qin.

Round coin minted
Anzang for State

csf

at
Zhao,

Bronze Western Han dynasty 'wu zhu' minted l15
B.C. continued in use for
700 years.

century B.C.) made

icheng (now Linzi,

Artistic
tried to
A.D. 14
knife an

N{a ng

".uI
.".A.D.

Following A"D" 621 charactels

of coin ('tong bao'current currency) after name of
reign or period. R.ight: R.everse
gave oame
side.

Issue of Taiping Heavenly
Kingdom (Taiping Tian Guo)
government set up during upris-

ing

1850-1864.

Introduced in the early llth century, paper currency (as above) became
sole legal tender under Kublai Khan in the 13th century! Marco Polo
noted.

La.,.a(t>?:t1

Inflation under Kuomintang government in 1940s brought notes of huge denominations:
_10,0O0 yuan'fabi',250,000 yuan'guanjin', six-billion yuan note issr.redby state bank in
Xinjiang.

In semicolonial old China notes issued by foreign banks were also
Iegal tender. Left to right: Yokohama Specie Bank Ltd. (Japanese)
1902, Hongkong and Shanghai Bankin! Corp. (Brirish) 1923,
International Banking Corp. 1U.S..1

1905.

Branches of the St. Peteisburg Russo-Asiatic Bank issued
notes in 1896 for use in China's Xinjiang and northeastern
provrnces.

;*
-n-

*

+
+y-

from the spinning q.horl which cr>ins. These had such a big hole
also had a hole, appeared in the in the middle that the sides re-

Warring States period and were
used mainly in the states of Wei
a.nd Qin. Existing for a relatively
short period of time, these form a
link between the "implement"
cul'rency and latel lrue coins.

Important Ancient Coins
Certai.n coins have had a farreaching influence and occupy a
pivotal position in the history of
China's currency.
l. The ban Liang. After the
State of Qin conquered the other
warring states and brought them
under one rule in 221 B.C.. its
head, the first emperor. Qin Shi
Huang, abolished the coinage of
the former states and instituied a
new one for the whole country.
The bon. Liang was one of the two
kinds of metal money used. It
was a round bronze coin with a
square hole in the center, and the
characters.$ 1$ ban

Liang

(halt

ounce). These round coins r,,v'ith a
square hole set the shape for coins
in China for the next 2,000 years
and money was frequently carried
in strings of them. One theory on
the reason that the hole was made
square is that it was intended to
represent the earth, which, according to the ancient view of the
universe, was square. while the
sky was round.
The other metal money in the
Qin dynasty was the yi coin of gold
weighing 20 ounces. It was used
mainly for re',l,ards by the emperor
and gilts by aristocrats. while the
ban Liang circulated among the
people.

2. The uru zhu. l,{inted in 118
8.C.. during the reign of Western

Han dynasty Emperor Wu Di,
these continued to be the main
currency until A.D. 621. It is rare
in #or1d history that a currency
was used for so long a time.
The *-u zhu coins can be said to

have developed through a long
period of trial and error. In the
early days of the Western Han
dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. B) the bon
liang confinued to be used. These.

however, were heavy and not convenient to carry, so Emperor Han

Gao Zu ordered the minting of
what came to be known as "pod"
NOVEMBER
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four pea-pods joined into
a square. With the denomination
of half an ounce. they actually
r,veighed oniy an eighth of an
ounce. This led to inflation and
soaring prices. and currency reforms were attempted many times
throughout Western Han. The em:
perors even licerr"sed the private
minting of coins, which flooded
the market with poor-quality. depreciated money and did much
harm to the people. Against this
background the uu zhu coins came
sembled

into

use.

The tr.ru zhz weighed four grams
and was 2.5 cm. in diameter, with
a hole one cm. square. Its smaller

size and weight is no doubt one
reason for its endurance through
the centuries. It weighed aboul
the same as the drachma of Greece
and denarius of Rome, so this
weight seems to have proved its
convenience elsewhere too.

The value of the wu zhu melal
was higher than that in the previous depreciated coins. An indication of its value can be seen from
the fact that when first introduced
20-30 uu zhu bots,fnt one hu (five
decaliters)

of rice.

The two characters of the name
appeared on the coin in beautiful,

dignified calligraphy, and the
whole was of better'workmanship
tha-n the dd ban liang.
3. The koi Auan tong bao. Introduction of this type of coin in
A.D. 621 under Tang dynasty Emperor- Gao Zu marked a turningpoint in China's currency history.
After that, characters on the coins
no longet'toId the weight. lnste.ad.
after the kai yuan (new reign) tong
boo, they ga'",e the name of the
coin preceded by the name of the
reign or portion of reign ln which
it was issued. (Thus during the
300 years of the Northern and
Southern Song dynasties, for instance. coins minted by lB emperors bore 48 titles.) Coin names
included tong boo j6]fi (current
currency). Auan bao l-Lttand zlrorzg
boo ffi!; (heavy currency).
Retrel lssues

Many rebel peasant armies also
issued their own currencv or coin-

Earliest paper note founcl in China,

a

woodblock-printed'blank check' from

the early llth

century, on which

amounl was written at issue.

age. Most of these have been lost
so those which have come dou,n
to us are rare historical treasures.
The earli.est are believed to be
those of the third century A.D.
Yellow Turbans, who followed a
religious belief ealled the Taiping
Doo (Way of Great Peace). They
produced the taiping bai qian, of
hundred-cash value.
The largest insurgent coinage was
that o{ the Taiping Heavenly King-

dom, the rebel state set up during
the famous Taiping Uprising of

1850-64. They included copper
in various sizes, and coins
of gold and silver. Some were
n-rade at Nanjing after' lt became
the Taiping capital in 1853. TheY
bore the characters for Taiping
Ileavenly Kingdom. or for the last
trvt'r worrcis aloi-te, or the words
shetzg bac' -ft{." ldivine currency).
money

Calligraphy

Decorative effects

on

Chinese

coins are achieved not with floral
or , other designs, but mainly
through artistically-written characters. Coin inscriptions can be re61

garded as a living record of the
evolution of the Chinese written
language and its calligraphy.
Prior to unification under the
Qin dynasty, coin writing was in
the do zhuan (great curly script)
style, which was ornate and differed from state to state. After'
unification Emperor Qin Shi Huang
systematized the writing and promoted a single style throughout the
country lnown as riao zhuan

(small curly script). Inscriptions
on most coins from the Qin bon,
liang down through the uu zhu ot
the Sui dynasty (4.D. 581-618) are
in riao zhuan sty1e, but some are
in the more strAight-lined li sh.u
(clerical script) style.
The four characters on the Tang
dynasty kai guan tong bao are said
to have been written by a famous

calligrapher namod Ouyang Xun.
From Tang to early Northern Song
(late 1Oth century) li shz gradually
became the main coin style. After
the founding of the Northern Song
dynasty in 960, as calligraphy developed as an art, coin inscriptions were written in a variety of
the newer styles.
Many inscliptions were written
by the emperors themselves. Those
for the chong ning and da guan
coins were in the handwriting of
Song Hui Zong, the next-to-last
Northern Song emperor. Though
fatuous and self-indulgent, he was
well-versed in painting and calligraphy. His coin inscriptions in a
fine vigorous style are treasured
for their artistic value. The writing
on a Song coin called lhe yuan
Jeng tong bao, in li shu style, is
said to be that of Su Dongpo, a
famous poet. It is often called the
"Dong Po yuan feng."
Particularly artistic were coins
issued during the 16 years of the
Wang Mang interregnum (45 B.C.A.D. 23) between the Western and
Eastern Han dynasties. After
usurping power from Western Han
and declaring his own dynasty,
Wang Mang issued many kinds of
money, including some in shapes
Iong obsolete, using a "national

style" to gain acceptance for his

reign by "restoring ancient ways."
One, the cuo dao, was remarkable for its exquisite workmanship.
It was shaped like a knife, but
62

with a square-hole circular coin at Under unequal treaties imposed on
the handle end. Casl in super-high China, to facilitate their plunder
quality copper, after it had been of her resources, imperialist inih circulation for a time it had an terests set up their own banks and
iridescent sheen. A great many issued their own paper money.
counterfeit cuo dao coins were
With expansion of foreign trade,
made in later periods, but their in the 19th century there was a
makers were never able to du- big influx of Mexican silver dollars
plicate the unique process, so their
pro'ducts, when compared with the

originals, reveal themselves

as

fakes.

Birth of Paper Money
China's earliest paper money

was the jiaozi (rneaning receipt) issued in the early 11th century,

predating by more than a century
Europe's first paper not€s issued

at Venice in 1171.
They were invented out of necessity. More and more coins were
needed

for the thriving

commerce

of the Northern Song dynasty.

This caused a particular problem in
the rich Sichuan basin, which was

deficlent in copper. Iron coins
were used instead, but they were
heavy and crude and of a minute
denomination. Twenty thousand
of them were needed to buy one
bolt of silk.

During the reign of the

Song

Emperor Zhen Zong (998-1021) an
official named Zt,ang Yong went
to Sichuan. Seeing how inconvenient it was for the people to

carry so much heavy money,

he

brought together 16 rich local mer-

much used in trade in the Far East,

and by the end of the century
they had become common currency
in China. In 1890 the Chinese
government set up China's first
mechanized n-rint in Guangzhou
(Canton) to strike silver dollars of
ttie Mexican standard to replace
them.

The invention of paper currency
made it easy for the ruling class

in any period to

issue

it in large

quantities and through this "cheap

money" fleece the peopie. This
its height in China under

reached

the Kuomintang

government,

particularly in the late 1940s, when
China experienced an inflation
hardly paralleled in history. On
the eve of its downfall in 1949, the
KMT government deluged the
country with worthless gold and
silver certificates in phenomenal
denominations. One of the largest,
issued by the KMT bank in Xinjiang, was for six billion yuan, but
its buying power was almost nil.
The faster the banknote presses
revolved, the more devalued the
paper money became. Prices shot
up beyond rontrol, and the people

suffered greatly. Paper money
purchased alagreed to issue a paper note to which would have
most
14
bolts
of cloth in
billion
replace iron coinage. The early
to buy
1937
was
only
enough
June
woodblock-printed jiaozi bor e only
in
inch
cloth
September
an
of
a simple design. It could be circulated or cashed in for 1,000 iron 1949. When the €conomy was
stabilized after liberation, in
co1ns.
November 1951 the people's govgovernIn L024 the Song central
issued a new currency, ths
ernment
ment took ovelthe printing of
renminbi,
according to a new
jiaozi,. This was the first time in
schedule.
monetary
paper
notes
China's history that
In China's long struggle from the
were issued by the government.
1920s
until llberation in 1949
Kublai Khan (reigned 1260-1294),
first emperor of the Yuan d;'nasty, many revolutionary bases weie
banned all metal currency, and set up under Chinese Compaper notes became the sole legal munist Party leadership. To
tender, a fact which Marco Polo counteract the economic blockade
noted in his account of his tra'rels. by the Kuomintang government
chants to discuss the problem. They

and consolidate their

In Sem)icolonial Old China
The Opium War in 1840 reduced
China to a semicolonial coyntry.

economy,

they issued their own paper notes.
China Reconstructs will publish an
article describing them in a forthcoming issue.
D
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'!'lying Apsaras' performed by Lu Chunpins and Li

qOME uI Chrna's most srriking
n folk dances have been preserved and developed into performance numbers by the
Central Song and Dance En-

semble

in

Beijing

Yao Zhuzhu and others

in ,Cheerful Music of

Rawap,.

dances such

- nationality
as the graceful Dai

P

eacock Dance, which characterizes

the good-naturedness and wisdom
of thq minority women in southwest China and their wish for a
prosperous 1ife, and the swirling,
twirling Scarf Dance, which was
described as "the flame of New
China" at the 3rd World youth
Festival in East Berlin, 1951, where
it won the first prize. A.troupe of
27 dancers and musicians from this
ensemble will perform 20 dances
and musical pieces at the Asian
Festival of Performing Arts to be
held in New Delhi, India. this
November.

Dance

of the FlEing

Apsaras,

inspired by the angel-Iike creatures

The Mongolian dance ,spring: on the pastureland,.

Pltotos by

Lu Lirt

on the murals in the Dunhuang
grottoes, was choreographed by the
famous woman dancer Dai Ailian

in the early 50s. It has been performed on stage in China and
abroad more than a hundred times

and is well loved by audiences. For
the perf ormancs at the Asian

Festival of Performing Arts, tw<:
young women in their twenties, Li
Shuxia and Lu Chunping, have
been chosen. TalI, slender and with
long arms, the girls are ideal for
this dance. At iirst they had difTAN AIQING is a staff reporter for

China Reconstructs.
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ficulty mastering the skill of manipulating flowing lengths of siik
four and a half meters long. Zi
Huayun, artistic directcir oI the
troupe and the first to perf<:rrm
this dance, coached them in ev€ry
from the movement of the
detail
wrists -and fingers to the breathing.
The young gir-ls t,crkr:d hard t,>
comprehend the essence of the ancient art. They read books abcut
the Dunhuangl murals *irr1 iistened
to the dance music in the evening
after their painstaking praetice
during the day" l{rhen ihtl; pei'formed alter a m(rnth's r:ehe;tysaI.
people were impressed by the
beauty and f airylike qualiiy of
their style. The long silks seemed
to be an extension of their trrms,
at the same time shaping beautilul
patterns in the air.
"Dance is a youthful

ar-t. You
have constantly to rep{ace old
dancers with young ones; only in
this way can the art of dance keep
on. It is always n:y pleasur'e trr
see the young people surpass me
and dance better than I da." Zi
Huayun says.
Seven newl.\r-ci'eatcal clanr:es r't:-

flect the lite anci spirit of pecipletoday, covering the dance arts of
several nationalities in China: the
Han, Uy61ur, Tibetan, Mongolian
and Tajik.
In Horsemen's Dane-e seven male
performers in Tibetan herdsmen's
attire depict the latter's daring and
skill in taming horses, their sophisticateC horsemanship and theil
Famous woman dancer Zhang Jun

roaching members of the troupe

Indian I)ance 'Alarippu.' I4'r

in

{he

C/t ri pr nr;

jubilant gather'ings Since it
first perf ormed in 1980. it

rvas
has

alnlays got eucores.

In Spring on the

Pastu'reldnd.

girls and boys dressed in Mongolian
robes move their arms like tho
wings ol eagles, symbolizing soar-

ing joy and Ireedom on the vast
expanse-s ol the glirssland, The
dance expresses the fe'elings oI the
Mongolian herdsmen at the great
changes

in

LeceuL -veals

Cheerful Music ctJ RoT.raP is a
light Uygur-style dance with a hint

uf hutri,,r Thlc'r.'-r'r.'-rng ll)(-n anti
a gill enterlain 'Ll-ie audience u'iih
a comie theme that thr:ows light
on the iife of young PeoPle.

These three dances were choreographed by Xin Bo. a veteran
dancer who has become a Prolific
choreographcr in recent f i'ars. [1is
{requenl. vlsits to the pasturelands
of Qinghai pr-ovince and Inner
Mongolia have given him new inspilation lol at'tislic cleation.
The solo Sea Ware rvill be Petformed by ttventy-five-)'ear-ol'd

rauldrrrn

Earlt Zhorr

Iiger tallt,

Han Huiyi, an excellent new
dancer, The dance Personilies a
-setagull brarring 1ough seas A
masterpiece bY the famous choreographer Jia Zuguang, Sea Wnue is
based on Chinese folk dancc and
assimilates some movemenis {r'om

the ballet It won Prizes fol both
choreography and per{<u'manct' at
the Dalian Dance Conte'st in 1980.
Yao Zhuzhu has beerr acclait-ned
as a dancer- of great versatilit\r. In
a recital wi.th two othet clancer's
last spring, she poltla.ved a gracefu1 f15z11t apsara, a Passionirte
gypsy girI. a gentle and -qrrft Ta.iik
girl. and even a funnl' drunk
scr-rlptor ir-r a satirical masked
ciance, She 1,()ok up dalrcing ai the
age of eight and graduated llom
Beijing Dance School in 1954 In
the 60s she r,vas one o[ the main
performers in the Iamous dance'drama ilfermaid. At the Asia'n
Festival oI Perfolming Art.s she
will perform six dances.
The three singers oi the trouPe
rvill present Chinese folk songs. A
traditional Chinese music cnsemb1e. '-1,i11 play seleciions oI classical Chinese music. The Chincse
artists wiII also Present Indiarr
songs and the Al"ariPPu dance'

lncense burnel'.
R,ubbinSl frotn a Han dynastl' tarred
bri ck.

I-]
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New Finds of Str iking Beauty on Show in Xi'an
qO RICH in history is

Shaanxi

province and its capital Xi'an
that relics of previous ages are
always turning up or rather

r.-,r

- hundred
being turned up. One
forty-five of the most outstanding
of recent finds have been placed
on exhibit in the Shaanxi Provincial Museum in Xi'an.
A bronze ding dtual cauldron
considered to be the most beautiful of the round tripod type, and
also the heaviest cauldron ever
excavated in China, can now be
seen by the public. Weighing 226
kilograms, it stands 122 centimeters high, only slightly

smaller

than the tallest such vessel. now
known. It is judged to have been
made not later than the reign of
Zhou dynasty King Zhou Kang in
the 11th century B.C. Its relatively
simple, stylized decor is typical of

the early Western Zhou (1lth

century.771 B.C.) bronzes.
The vessel was unearthed from

an ancient tomb in

Chunhua

county near Baoji, straight west
of Xi'an in the western part of the
province. This is held to be the
place of origin of the people who
established the Zhou dynasty. A
great many Zhou bronzes, including the earliest and most typical,
have been uncovered there.

TALLY consisting of a piece
/Ar of bronze. generally in the
shape of a tiger, which fits to.
gether with an identical piece held
by another pbrson, was used by

the ancient emperors to signify

authorization to move troops. One
such tiger tally from the Warring
States period (475-221 B.C.) has
been found in the western suburbs
of Xi'an. On the tiger's head is
the character Du (a place now in
the southern part of the city) indicating that the percon who held

one half commanded. the troops
there. Forty characters in gold on
the left half state that no more
NOVEMBER I98Z

than 50 soldiers could be moved
without having in hand the right
half in confirmation from the emperor. No commander could send
out these troops without both
halves of the tally unless in an
emergency situation when signal-

ed by a line of

beacon fires.
Bronze tallies have been found
before, but one like this with incised characters filled with gold is
very rare.

HUNDRED relics disTWO
r covered just east of Maoling,
the tomb of Han dynasty Emperor
Wu Di (r. 156-87 B.C.) were the
main attraction at the exhibition.
It is thought they may have some
relation to the tomb, which has
not yet been excavated, located
near the remains of the Han
dynasty capital, Chang'an, 40
kilometers northwest of presentday Xi'an. They include a gilded
horse in lifelike style so that the
lines of its well-proportioned body
and well-developed muscles can hre
clearly studied. The horses of the

Han dynasty are a famous breed,
Found in the same place was an
incense burner in gold and silver
with a design of dragons on the
base and undulating mountains
amid encircling clouds carved on
the cover. Both parts bear inscriptions of great value for historical study"

They have designs in relief or
executed in fine raised lines of
dragons, tigers and sparrows. One
displayed at the exhibition shows

two tigers"
of the most exquisite
ONP
. a miniature altar of
\,r pieces is
gilded bronze said to date from
the year 584 during the Sui

dynasty, whose capital was at
present-day Xi'an. By that time
Buddhism, introduced into China
in the first century A.D., had
become an important part of Chinese culture. Buddhist statuary
made up the greater part of her

plastic art. The

exquisitely
crafted piece consists of 23 separate units: the Buddha in the center seated on a lotus throne with
a nimbus of lotus petals behind
his head. on e.ither side a Bodhisattva and the "strongman," a
pair of guardian lions outside the
altar rail firmly attached to the

main statuette and others. It
bears the name of the sculptor
Dong Qin. Never has a Sui
dynasty piece of such fine gilding
u
been unearthed.

of the earliest bricks and

IUIANY
JVI
lilss frorn palaces and

tombs

of the Qln (22L-207 B.C.) and Han
dynasties have been found in
Shaanxi province. A large find
of hollow bricks from 'Western
Han were uncovered at Ta'erpo

in Xianyang, northwest of Xi'an,
which was the Qin dynasty

capital. These are from a slight)y
later period, the reigns of Han
dynasty emperors Xuan Di and
Yuan Di between 114 and 33
B.C. as marked on the bricks.

Miniature sbrine.
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A Suburbon Comtrnune
WANG MINGZHEN

ln this issue we look ot the Shohe (Sho River) Commune,22 kilometers
of Beijing. lts proximity to o lorge city gives it odvontoges, ond it
con be clossed omong the more prosp6rous colmrunes in Chinio. lt uses
still onother form of the responsibility system.
north.

.\ corner of Second West rrillagc in

Shahe Commune.

ROM 19?8 to 1981.
Er
r

Shahe

Commune's total income at
the production team, brigade and
commune 1e'",e1 increased at an
average of 29 percent a year.
grain output by I percent a year.
and per capita shares of grain by
38 percent annually. Per capita
incomes have reached 333 yuan a
year

At the same time. the number
oI commune members doing farmwork has actualLy decreased (36
percent of the labor force norv
work in commune, brigade or team
operated factories). ,

Commune
Ieaders attribute this greater prosperity.to better economic manage-

ment and a form of responsibility
system suited to their conditions.
(From 1979 on, the commune experimented with different forms,
and in 1981 adopted the present
basic form.)
Essentialiy, the form involves
contracting responsibility to smal1
collective groups below the production team level. Some specialized jobs are also contracted to
individuals. Incomes are linked
both to group and individual output. Decisions are democratically
made. At the same time. and this
WANG MINGZHEN is on the staff of
the agricultural clepartment of Beijing,s
Municipal People's Government.
bt

is very important. planning and of labor with team
management are very
oped and collectivized.

well devel-

Commune, Brigade and Team

In

1981,

lor

instance.

in

line

with the state plan and local economic development, the commune
set targets for its 17 brigades in

terms of : (1) grain, (2) edible oils,
(3) vegetables, 4) number of pigs,
(5) production costs, (6) income
from various sidelines, (?) income
from labor services, (8) income
from transport services, (9) profits
from brigade-run industries, and
(10) funds distributed to the co1lective and to individual members.
After discussion, the targets
were divided among the brigades'
63 production teams and further
sub,divided among 153 work
groups (each consisting of about 10
persons), Contracts were signed
at every level. Within each work

group. individual work stations
and quotas were agreed upon,

that specific responsibilities
well understood.

so

were

The. Second West Village production'team and its work groups are
fairly typical. Ji Chengfeng, 39, is
a brisk and capable woman and
leader of the team. When the 1981
team targets were issued, Ji
thoroughly discussed the division

members, and

then sub-divided the team into
five work groups -- four to grow
grain and the fifth to grow vegetables. (The latter, greatly in demand in Beijing, are an important

part of the commune's output.)
Contracts u,ere signed with each
of the work groups covering (1)
the area of land to be worked, (2)
number of workdays required. (3)
cost, (4) total output and (5) profits to be handed in to the state
and coiiective.
The small groups may ',vork independentiy, but they do so wlthin the scope of coliective manage-

ment and planning.

Contracts

clearly stipulate that the team owns
all land and major means of production such as large farm equipment (of which there is a relatively
large amount here, purchased with

collective funds). The team no'u
only makes up a production plan
for each group, but also guarantees
supplies of ,seeds, chemical fertilizer and pesticides and provides
technical advice. Thus the coliective provides organizational and
material benefits that individuals
could not manage on their own,
while individual initiative and hard
work is rewarded. Under this
system, the collective has been
strengthened and output and
variety of products increased.
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

Work Group No. 1 of the Second
West Village team is made up of

12 women from different households. On 8.7 hectares of land, the
group's 1982 target '*"as to grow
52.6 tons of grain (mainly u'heat
and maize) and turn over to the
state a net prolit of at least 8,483
yuan. Their budget included just
over 4,000 yuan for seeds, fertilizert pesticides, electric power.
plowing services and small farm
tools. The 72 women together
were expected to spend no more
than 7,200 workdays on all of this.
The group's leader is Liu Suzhen,
a short. middle-aged woman with
a gentle disposition. According to
her, the group produced 16 tons
extra over the quota in 1981, earning a total of 7,276 yuan or an
average of 106 yuan per capita.
This 106 yuan was a bonus earned
in addition to their regular pay of
638 yuan, or about 2.9 yuan for
eaeh day worked.
Iffilvever, this 744 yuan did not
represent the group members'
whole income. So long as they
meet their responsibilities to the
group, they can take on other paying tasks as well" Liu Suzhen herself , for example, earned over
1,500 yuan in 1981 for 500 workdays*, 250 within the group and the
rest in collective work outside the
group. In addition, with the help
of her husband she raised three

lr.

1"-.

Left: Work group member Wang Xinying tends cucumbers. Right: Liu Suzhen
fetches a load of B:rass, She and every other rnember of work group No. 1 are
responsible for supplying 250 ks" of winter forage for the team's animals.

pigs at home, earning another

The families of all 12 women of
the group have now moved into
new houses, nine of the families
have bought new- TV sets, and all
have bank savings. They arq also
eating much better than bbfore,
with a higher proportion of protein in their diet.
Group member Wang Xinying,
who earned 1,331 yuan through
collective work last year, is carelul

to explain that her family hasn't
bought a TV set not because they
can't afford it, but because they
don't want to distract their children from schoolwork. Much of her

income went into

a

Inside a peasant home at the Second West village production team.
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150

yuan.

savings ac-

count, and 200 yuan was loaned to

a neighbor who '*zas building a
new house. Wearing a neatly

tailored pink blouse and leather
shoes (the latter beyond the reach
of most peasants a few years ago,
and stiil rare outside of city areas),
Wang Xinying is obviously delighted with her family's economic
A workday represenits a task, such
a certain number of rows,
rather than a time period, and a fast
worker can finish a job in much less
than a day. With peasants under the
new system paid according to work
done. and a,ble to earn money in a
variety of ways, productivit), has in+

as weeding

creased corlsiderably.

(Continued on p" 69)
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Legends ond

Tolq from History:

Two Traveling Diplomats
WEI TANG

The age of the breakup into separate
states was the age of the traveling
philosopher.

In the Spring and Autumn

and

Warring States periods (722 Jo 221 B.C.I
it was possible for a scholar from one
state to go to another and achieve a
high position. As the states were continually at war with each other, their
rulers were eager to get new ideas.

Qin had to ask his sister-in-law to
give him something to eat. "We

the other states.
This time when he went back to
Luoyang, the king of the almost
defunct old Zhou dynasty still
holding on there had the roads
swept and sent a minister to greet
him. His mother eagerly came
down the street to weLcome her
now respectable and richly clad
son. Because of her former attitude, his wife did not dare look
him in the face. His sister-in-law
knelt before him.
"Why do you show me so much
respect?" he asked, feeling uncomfortable.
"Because you have a high position and money."
"It's money that counts, even

aEe,

others have been called adventurers.

they had considerable influence on events. Two of these
scholars famed for their diplomatic
activity in Warring States times were
Sometimes

Su Qin dnd Zhang Yi.

STORY ot Su Qin and
THE
I Zhang Yi reflects the conflict
between the two main choices of
the age: to go atong with the
powerful State of Qin, which
wanted io absorb the other six
main states to the easi (called the
vertical alliance) or to unite the
other states to oppose Qin (a
horizontal alliance). Su Qin
advocated the former, and Zhang
Yi the latter, and w,ere among
those known as the "crisscross
philosophers." Both lvere of
humble origin and had been feLIow-students under a well-known
debater.

qU ON (died 310 B.C.) originally
\J had no intention of opposing

333

B.C. with Su Qin as head, he was

don't even have firervood f or already Prime Minister of the
cooking. to say nothing about State of Zhao. In order to make
food." she snapped.
it effective, he was given the seal
of the prime minister of each of

Some of these scholars genuinely
sought to solve problems of the

the alliance was formed in

with one's relatives," Su

Qin

sighed as he rode them home in
his chariot. He built a magnificent
house for them and distributed

Su Qin lrying to sell his plan for unity
against Qin.

the money he had. brought with
him among the poor and those who
had on.ce helped him.

Stung, Su Qin decided he'd have 7 HANG YI. roo, had an inauto come up with a better political zJ spicious beginning. He had
his native home in Luoyang, he scheme. He spent the next two gone to the State of Chu, and was
found that his particular jdeas for years making an intensive study once a minor guest ai a banquet.
helping Qin were not wanted. He of the poiitical and military suc- While the King of Chu (most of
had to go back home in defeat, cesses and failures of every state, the dukes under the Zhou dynasty
and in rags, having spent his often working right through the were now calling themselves
resources.
night, keeping awake by pricking kings) was showing his guests a
"You'd have done better if you himself with an awl till blood priceless piece of jade he had
had become a merchant as I told came. His conclusion was just.the acquired, there was a sudden
you to," his mother complained, opposite of his former position: downpour and the jade disap"but you insisted on getting an now he wanted to unite the six peared. As the most humble and
education and becoming an of- states against Qin.
shabbiiy dressed among the guests,
ficial. Now look what you've come
He convinced the Duke of Yan Zhang Yi was suspected. He was
to!" His wife sat before her loom of the wisdom of his course and beaten black and blue to force him
weaving without lifting her head, became the latter's special ambas- to confess he had taken the jade,
as though they were strangers. Su sador to the other states. When but he still wouJdn't admit it. He
the State of Qin. Going there from

6B
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returned home battered and
bruised, His wife wept, "If

you hadn't become a scholar and
pursued fame and honor, you'd
never have got this beating. Now
stay home after this." Zhang Yi
opened his mouth wide and said,
"Is my tongue still there?" Of
course it was. ''As long as I have
my tongue to spread my ideas,
I'Il be able to make it."
When he recovered he sought
out his former fellow-student Su
Qin, hoping to get help. To his
surprise, Su Qin treated him cool1y. Su was entertaining guests
when Zhang got there and kept
him waiting in the corridor till
noon" Many extravagant courses
were served. but Z,hang Yi was
given the food of a servant.
They finally got tr-r talk and Su
Qin said, "You have greater ability
than I, it is only that I have been
luckier. One word of recommendation from me could make you
somebody. But if you don't live up
to my expectations it will ruin my
reputation." Offended, Zhang Yi
stood up and left w-ithout a word.
He decided to try his luck on the
other side in the State of Qin.

-

A SUBURBAN COMMUNE
(Continued from p.69)

situation and the new system
helped bring it about,

Su Qin later told one of his assistants in confidenoe that he had

deliberately wanted to infuriate
Zhang Yi and drive him over to
the side of Qin so that he could
make use of him over there. Su
Qin sent his men secretly to Qin
with a handsome sum to establish
connections there fbr Zhang Yi.
Thus Zhang Yi eventually became
a trusted minister of the Duke of
Qin.

When Su Qin's man finally

reveal,ed Su Qin's real intention to
him, Zhang Yi was moved to tears.

"Su Qin is smarter than I,"

said, "but

I'II never forget

he

what

he has done for me. As long as he
lives I will not do anything to

counter his plan."
Su Qin, however, was assasinated

not long afterwards by a rival in
the State of Qi. After his death
Zhang Yi furthered his own plan
by disrupting the unity of the oiher
states and trying to win them
over to Qin. Su's alliance had kept
Qin away for a while, but in the
tide of history it was Zhang Yi
whose plan succeeded as Qin conquered the other states one after

This all-woman farming group
represents something of a trend in
this commune, The husbands all
work in collective industrial en-

terprises or sideline occupations
run by the team or brigade. Labor
productivity throughout the commune has been raised so much in
the last few years that about 2,000
people have been freed from basic
farmwork to do other things. The
reason behind much of the
increased productivity-.snd, 6scording to the women, the reason
they fipd it easy to do the work by
themselves
is that here most of

Shi,ii,

mune-run factories and 67 run by
brigades and teams producing

cussing improvements

from industries at the three levelS
reached 3,200,000 yuan in 1981,
4?.4 percent of the commune's total income. In terms of technical
advice from established factories
and a ready market f or their
products, nearness to the city has
been an advantage in the commune's increasing industrialization.
In addition to the new industries,
specialized agricultural sidelines

Commune members are now dis-

in their repponsibiiity system, mainly in
terms of calculating m()re accu-

rately individual outputs and paywhich they believe will
- production and incomes
increase
even further.
Shahe is not typical of all communes, but it is pelhaps an innot
dication of future direction
in its particular form of organization, but in its socialized and highty
efficient management, its level of
mechanization, its productivity
and high living standard, and its
industrial growth.
n
ments

are flourishing at

the heavy- farmwork has 'been

basically mechanized.
In 1981 there were eight com-

was 915 tons over the 1980 figure,

1982

by Li

another.

mulShahe
berry trees and silkworm-raising,
beekeeping, and growing mushroo[rs. Handicrafts such as weaving articles from straw are also
deveioping rapidly. And despite
the reduction in the Iabor force
actually employed in farming, the

NOVEMBER

Drawi.ngs

Other tales of the diplomatic
wiles of Su Qin and Zhang Yi, as
told in the book lntrigues of the
Warring States and in Sima Qian's
HistorLcal Records, hive continued to delight readers down
tr
through the ages.

clothing, furniture. bricks and
that tiles, rugs, knives and scissors.
paper boxes, enamelware and
other products. The net profits

Industries and Sidelines

While Su Qin feasted, he gave Zhang
Yi lhe food of a servant.

commune's 1981 gross grain output

CORRECTIONS

In the August 1982 issue, page 36,
bottom left, the number of TV
sets should read "5.394 million."
On the opposite page, "synthetic

fibers" should be "chemical
fibers. "
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But it was in grade school that
Wang Yao feels she has learned
things of greatest help to her
photography. It ali started several
years ago when some foreign
guests w€re to visit the school.
Wang Yao begged to be allowed
to act as a school photographer.
"You?" The other pupils were
surprised, but her teacher encouraged her. "That's fine. Don't be
afraid. Don't worry if you don't
get good results this time. You'Il
have more chances." The teacher
made her a badge wlth the words
"Red Scarf Photographer" on it.
Wang Yao did not disappoint her
teachers and sehoolmates. She

Children
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Iij|ff"$
,;,
:
:.

'tl

E
I

t
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SUN YUhIXIAO
Wang Yao

tx;

PHOTO taken

Ping Xue

by a girl still

in grade school was one of
the seven prizewinners in a national photography contest

Association and the Beijing Jour-

nalism Institute last May.
One day in September 1981, as
Wang Yao, then 12, was on her
way to class at Beijing Experimental School No. 1, she saw several
little first-graders striding proudly
through the door in sti.ff new unif orms, which are worn in this
school. She whipped out her camera, which she happened to have
in her schoolbag and clicked off a
language newspaper

English-

China Dailg

printed it as a contender in its
Wang Yao's prize-winning phoio.

Dailg.

spon-

sored by the All-China Journalists

shot. Later, Beijing's

photo contest, and the picture also
appeared in the Chinese Youth

YAO began learning
N/ANG
VY

to

use the camera when she
was five, aided by her father, a
worker and an amateur photo-

grapher. To practice motion shots,

she often photographed her mother as she got supper. On Sundays she visited parks and the zoo

with her camera, snapping holidaymakers or the white swans on.
the lake. To give her a grounding
in art, her father enrolled her in
a course at the distriet cultural
center. There she began to understand perspective, proportion and
Iighting.

'Polar Bears.'

made
record

W

ang

Y aLt

a very good photographic
of the visit.

TgfHEI{ the school is asked to
W send pupils to participate in
somq important activity. such as
welcoming a distinguished vi.sitor,
Wang Yao is always there, taking

her place unself-consciously in the,
ranks of adult newspaper and TV
photographers
though she car- she has to stand
ries a stool, in case
behind someone.

As Red Scarf Photographer

Wang Yao has taken several
hundred photos for her school, a
dozen of which have appeared in
newspapers or been used on TV.
Photography hasn't kept her
from other interests, including
sports. Recently she was awarded

the title "Excelleni Pupil"

in

her school and on a citywide level,
a bronze medal for being a "threegood" pupil (morally, intellec-

tually, physically). When she
grows up she wants to be
guess
what? A photographer.
!
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Ztl0NG WEf{.Yt!f; , l{E,,
HUANG WENYAN

Lesson 23

Ximem Bao and the H,iver God's Brides

9 + frf, fE ,"f#l
du6 ni6rn qidn,
year ago, China
!ry-* 4 fr,#;f, ff tfl
+ft"
YCxiin
ti6o
ffif

Zh6nggu6 H6nin

Liingqiiin
Two thousand more

ydu

Yecounty have

+rf .
HAoshEn,

a

shuizii.

ZhangRiver, often stirup waterdisaster"

ii. ii. *.

witches say this

H6sh6r
god

is river

4'{,9.{",

ge xifu,
Yiroshi m6i ni6n
If every year give him marry a wife,

shEng

angry.

R4fr

,A.
.A

*-4,

Jxt

iFl r€ rrlfrl.

bIoyiru dijia, f6ng tido yi

hui

shirn.

bless everyone, wind suitable rain timely.

can

f'J Ex-, &* jiir
&
mEi
diro xiirtiiin, wEp6

,/Llb,

,-rd,

C6ngci,

From then on, every time arrive

x

F

summer. witch

, 4**

:dL

river

into.

Not know have

{-+f ,iA fL,

fr

E
jiin zhdyAng bei hiisi,
jusi like this are killed,

*p
qu}

*+t-

dudshao glni4ng
how many girls

6r
but

Jq+,] ly.

EI,}L,

6

Yinci, y6u
Therefore,

fr1
l*{B--de

^-F
r6njid

giiniang

hav6 girl

extort

ff"fr, rqr+

family

,

L&

qidn."
very much money"

gtei

itg.t_,
fEnf6n t6ozbu,

one after

anqther

flee.

e+*&
T"
yud
-+,6|.1 tl t'l r4r+ g *E "

trr,&,

tiiLndi huiingwri, Yixiin
farmland waste, Ye county

Yini6n,

Xim6n

yuC

ldi

qi6ng.

more and more poor.

Bio dio Yixiirn il6ng

xiirnguiin"
One year, Ximen Bao arrive Ye county serve(as) magistrate.

H-f.-, x- * 9* )E-rf + d&H T.

Xidti6n, ydu ydo COi H6sh6n q[
xifu
Summer, again will give river god marry wife.
NOVEMBEB

1982

we

Ie.

ting

4.4 +

xudn

another choose

){iP iL

- F,

gutr ji tidn sdngqu."
days send."

yi ge,
one,

pass few

r,f /.* lg il-t
ifr,
7-,
w[p6
wdn, iiiro r6n bi
Shiio

tn

&

rEngjin

finished, tell people take witch throw into

Speaking
;;T
t IP

l J-o

h6ti.

river in.

it T -*

Gudle
Pass

tL,

yihuiri
a while,

h6i bir huilai?
still not
4E4E

come

6l-lfi t_iL, "EA

Xim6n Biro ydu shu6: "Z6nme
Xirnen Bao again say, "How (is it)

+t, rtl
te de

Jiiro

back? Tell

t-

""

cuicui."

lg

Yiru bI

hurry (her) up," Again

t

qir

apprentice go (and)

,J. fr-+

ge xiio wiip6

yi

take

rLii,
+
tidi

tn

lesser witch throw into

a

ge.

riverin. lnsuccession throw

611 ffi

t-

ifr.,

three.

"

&*

+t,,fll

Xim6n Bio ydu shud: *Wiip6 timen
Ximen Bao again say, "Witches they

k
fr\
ddu
all

*fr1,^+lt,+,
Jl.tflal
ge nAn
n[ de, bi hui bin shi,
female,

+
qir

Eg!

ba!"
go!"

!6, rt4J
huiri

bad

&

r6ngjin

tnl a 4..
-j€,
Yilidn rEngle sin

FI-B"

h6li.

*e+ ln

ch6ngji sdugui hEn dud

on the Other hand seize opportunity

wdmen

h4oshEnmen

despotic gentry

come

i*-ft,,

then find

if.ii )"I-8.
rt+" 4 , Y +tJF
F"h chindiro
h6li. Birzhi y6u
Finally 'sink

to river bank, say, "This bride not
.vR
fihrfr
piioliang, m6fan w[p6 qt g6n H6sh6n shu6 yish6ng,
beautiful. Trouble witch go to river god say a word.

J\.

triltfu"

Zuihiru

Xirn6n
Ximen Bao

zhtro

'lt
ai -l*"lp,
fl1{p,
qi6ngr6n jie de giiniang, dibanch6ng xinni4ng.
poor people family's
girl,
dress up as
bride,
4ihrt.J ,J. {5}
ik-tL F
?*if".
firngzii hlw6i biin de xilochudnshing, rinqi pidoliri.
put at
reed woven small boat on, let it float.

H

ito, 'ts. *ft4y" T"
tl
&4'l ,;l{.
Biro ldidio h6biin shu6: "ZhE xinni6ng bi

,"rff

wiipdmen shud zhd shi

*{- 4++4e.*
C€i ta qi

AnT"
qi le.

t&, af,
te jin
he then

Zhdngh6, ch4ng nio

jr.+,,t]

Despotic gentry,

(get)

Henan

611

de

zbilo

not able do business, find a

shi
are

de

male

" iL6, ,_ le_ + &
yi ge
Shu6zhe, ydu bn
So saying, again

take a

&" )t[-9"

+eP

fu
h4osh6n r6ngjin h6li.
despotic gentry throw into river in.

zui
most

4.-*
Wiip6
Witches,

truf,, tt L
ftffi Etht1_l , *ls
d6u guiziri
gentry
extrgmely, all
nh * +th" 6 ft rt *6-t*.
kE t6u qiur6o.
Bio dui
h6oshEnmen hiipirjile,
despotic

rlishing

kneel at ground on

fear

11

Ximdn

knock head beg for mercy. Ximen

Bao to

ltroblixing
ordinary people

7t

t6 if"* il**

,

,\

61
*F
ifu " )61 7]r- ug
,
shu6: "H6shui tiotdo !iiqi!, phiqir de r6n d6u
say, "River water surgingly flow past, sent

people all

T E*.,4F 4 l+A flif,
bil huilai, ni y6u sh6nme h6sh6n,
-

not return,

where

have what

HnnA
mingming

river god, obviously

,6t-]liLE,fi.,rl.4E,
kshl ii.E
zhdxiE
kEnghiri nimen, Jinhdu,
huAirdn

is

these bad people

trap you.

iE
shui

Today after, who

-F h Fl-rf "* 1&{a, -rt, n'f iE +
jin jiiro
wCi h6sh6n q[
ziti

again

for

river god marry

n rTaf" "

jiin

xifu,
wife,

just tell

shu! qir
who go

h6sh6n."

see river god."

E*,6llft Biro h-n)r
+E.[L iate
fEddng lloblixing
,l<-R e. * ts-*- T
,#,1-,
Zhdngh6, shuizfli yd b[ ziri fiishEng "
Hdul6i,

zhili
After that, Ximen Bao mobilize ordinary people control
Xim6n

Zhang River, water disaster also

^

not

It is used in

one very common sentence form
to emphasize the object of the action by bringing
it up before the verb. R6nmen bi wiip6 rEngjin
h6li A,fnte-e&il,t),f -e (The people threw the
witch into the river. Literally: The people took
the witch and threw her into the river).
Other examples are: Wd b[ gingbi diile
4\tv-ffi€ -*1 (I've lost my pen). Wd b[ nil bdn
zidiin miildile *I,ieap t-+*X*.T (I've bought
that dictionary).
The negative form of the sentence uses

b[ einebi jiigdi wo |LT.frV)v-4fl'Al*?+1v. (He
cannot lend his pen to me); Td m6iydu bi ni
bEn zidifn m[ilai {u&AieriF^+*X*. (He has
not bought that dictionary).

Everyday Expressions

l

nio stir up
|fl ft nio zii cause disasters
tiflfi nio bing is troubled by illness
t;hlF nio shi stir up trouble
2. A t shEng qi get angry

Ie.

again happen.

Translation
More than 2,000 years ago the.re was a Zhanghe River in
Yexian county of China's Henan province. It often flooded.

tiFI

angry, and that if he were given a bride every year he would bless
the people and ensure suitable winds and timely rain. So every
summer a witch woirld take a girl from a poor family, dress her
up as a bride, put her on a small reed raft and let it float down
the river until it finally sank. Nobody knows how many girls
were killed in this way, but local despots seized the opportunity
to extort a lot of money So families who had girls fled one after
another, farmland fell to waste and Yexian county became poorer
and poorer.
One year Ximen Bao came to Yexian to serv-e as magistrate.
In summer they were again to marry a wife to the river god.
Ximen Bao came to the river bank and said, "This bride is not
beautiful. Can we trouble tbe witch to have a word with the
river god? We'1l choose another girl and send her to him in a
few days." Then he told the people to throw the witch into the
river.
Alter a While, Ximen Bao said, "I{ow is it she hasn't come
back? Ask her appientice to go and hurry her up." Then a
lesser witch was thrown into the river. She was followed by

three oth€rs in succession.
Ximen Bao said, "These witches are all women and can't
handle things well. Let's 6nd a man to go." So the worst
despot was thrown into the river. The witches and despots were
so afraid that they all knelt on the ground and kowtowed, begging

fbr mercy. Ximen Bao said to the ordinary people, "The
river keeps on flowing. The persons we sent all did not come
back. Where is there a river god? It's obvious that these
bad persons are tricking you. From now on anyone who tries
to find a wife for the river god should be sent to see him."
Afterwards, Ximen Bao organized the local people to
control the Zhanghe River so that there were no more floods.

Notes

The

bI

Je, sentence.

The character
72

b[

Je. means

'grasp' or 'take'.

i.
L4+,htJ i

e1"4i,

Local despots and witches said this meant that the river god was

3.

*-

gEn td shEng qi get angry with him
shEng td de qi get angry with him

,.t,S kEnghii entrap, do harm to
,iLE /- kEnghii r6n entraP someone
S El fi k6nghni gu6jie harm the country
;btg zhili control, govern
)Atg){ ri" zhili h6liri control a river
,bq\fl zhili gu6jie govern a state

,,i,

4.

Exercises

l.

Answer the following questions in Chinese:
(1) Why did the families who had girls
flee Yexian county ?
(2)
How did Ximen Bao do awaY with
the superstition of giving a bride to
the river god?
Change the structure of the following sentences with b[ JE,.

2.
(
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(2) leElit* r-+61{;"
( 3 ) *nA Ltbl +\lk 9 *i'r-"
New Series Begins in JanuarY
In the January 1983 issue we will begin a new series
of lessons. They will concentrate on everyday situations
such as getting food and clothing, transportation, work,
study, travel, and will introduce some information on

culture. lt will be useful preparation for anyone
hoping to come to China to work or visit, and of ioterest
to others who want to leam everyday Chinese. The
series, which is prepared by Huang Wenyan, a teacher at
the Beijing Language Institute, will run for two years.
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!n the 0rient
discover the difference between
trarel and Lindblad Trarel
Lindblad Tiavel has created a series of different and flexible
travel itineraries in the Orient. These programs are operated
on a weekly basis. This means you can combine visits to

Norgay, world famous mountaineer and first man to reach the

top of Mount Everest, personally takes you on a trekking
expedition.

Lindblad Tiavel stands for quality of travel, quality of

different areas to suit your particular wishes.
For instance, many want to see China. Let us suggest then
that you spend two weeks there and add another in fapan. Or

planning, handling and leadership. Because we have operated
tours in the Orient for 24years we are well known. Wherever
you go, you find our own Lindblad staff on hand, ready and
anxious to assist you-whether it be with shopping, hotels,
restaurants or tickets for entertainment

you want to simply go to Beiiing for a full week, where there is
more ahd more to see every year. Then you proceed to
Thailand and from there to Indonesia for a third week. It is
also possible to combine our Beifing program with visits to

We use only the very flnest hotels In China we can
guarantee Iuxury accommodations.
You will discover that traveling to the Orient with Lindblad
Travel is a delightfully different experience.

India, Nepal or Bhutan. Or you may combine beautiful

Burma with India or any of our other Orient programs.
We offer a totally different Himalaya tour where Tenzing

Please contact Lindblad travel at any of the locations listed below

LINDBLAD

TRAVEL, INC.

\i

8 Wright Street P.O. Box 912, Westport, CT 06881 USA (203) 226-4189 Telex 643443
LINDBLAD TRAVEL
(HONG KONG), I
2010 Swire House
ad Centra!

c

63-356
Telex:66151
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VIVRE INTERNATIONAL

ARAI Building
7-7 Honshio-Cho
Shinjuku-Ku
Tokyo, 160, Japan
Telepho ne : 03-357 -0241
Telex: 24840
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Specials on Sable
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To commemorate the 70th anniversary of the trirth of people's musician Nie
(1912-1935), the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications issued on
February 15, I982 a stamp with Nie Er's portrait on a background of his score for
"The l\{arch of the Volunteers," the national anthem of the people,s Republic of
China. The stamp measures 30 x 40 mm., with a face value of 8li,n pcrl 11.5.
Color photogravured. Serial number: J. 75 (l-l).
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Discovery of Tubercle Bacillus
1he centenary of the discovery of the tubercre bacirius by Robert Koch
( | 843- l9l0) is honored with a commemorative stam p issued
on March 24, r 9g2.
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Midnight June 30, 1982 was the moment in history at which China's

population was to be enumerated for the third timc in the world's largest census.
()n that day the Chinese Post Office issued a commemorative stamp showing the
l.rands of a clock pointing to that time. The stamp measures 30 x 40 mm. with a
denominationofS/en Pcr/. tl.5 x ll.Colorphotogravured Serial nurnber:.1.7g
(l-1).
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hestampmeasures30x40 mm.withadenominationof g/eil ptr/ ll >: ll.
olor photogravured. Serial number: J. 74 (l-l).
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China's northeastern provinces are one of the main habitats of the sable
(Marres:ibellina),highlyvaluedforitsfur.Theadultisaboutasbigasahousecat,
measuring 30-50 centimeters in length. A set of two special stamps entitled
"Martes zibellina" (Sable) was issued on June 20, 1982.
l. On the Alert, 8 /(1r.

2. Springing, 80 /i'n.
Both stamps measure 30 x 40 mm.
Serial numbers: T. 68 (2-l) to (2-2\.
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